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and tonight will deliver an import X so nearly everyone should at- - X oi the population there.
43. ments in Colorado Springs.70.
X miss it. If you do not dance X ish the Senate but aims to take the
,
ant speech on Canadian reciprocity at X tend the dance tonight and X Italian sections the rate is 50.5. In Totals ...
The Webb laboratory, presided over X come anyway, sit down and X veto power from the President and
87.8 44.3
the annual banquet of the Associated X help the Plaza Paving Fund. X the negro districts the birth rate
New Mexico Precinct. Population.
by Dr. William Whitridge Williams X look at those gracefully whirl- - X authority from the courts to invalis
Press and American Newspaper Pub X It is your plaza and the better X averages 2G.0.
But in the
The New Mexican is in receipt of and Dr. A. F. Basinger, is the experi- X ing. There will be no growlers X date legislation enacted by the House
lishers Association. The speech, it is X the streets are around it the X American private residence districts the complete census returns for New mental station for specialists from X or groucherinos there all will X of Representatives. All this is prounderstood, will be the first of a series X easier will this plaza be of ac- - X the rate is less than seven per 1,000. Mexico's population by precincts. The time to time, and Dr. Webb's theory X be gay and happy. The floor X posed as an amendment to the conto be delivered while the reciprocity 3k cess. Ana tnen tne city will be X
"The Senate has run its
population of Bernaln.o county pre- of inoculation has attracted much at- X committee will see that you X stitution.
agreement is before the Senate and X beautified and its residents ed- - X
X course," said Mr. Berger.
X are entertained.
"It must
Marriage License A marriage li- cincts was published day before yes tention.
will be delivered in the hope of in X ified by the
improve- - X cense was issued to Prudencio Marti
Remember
the hour is 9 X some day with the British House of
He has experienced with mice and X
terday. Here follow the population
action by that X ment.
x nez and Epimenia D. Martinez of Chi- - j
fluencing favorable
X Lords, yield to the popular demand for
monkeys, and has amazed the medical X o'clock."
body.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX mayo.
world with the results.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX its reformation or abolition."
(Continued on Page Five.)
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high-clas-

The Little Store

"The Best

I

SEVERE PENALTIES URGED
FOR CHRONIC DRUNKARDS.

IS YOUR SKIN ON FIRE?
Does it seem to you that you can't
stand another minute of that awful
burning itch?
That it MUST be cooled?
That you MUST have relief?
Get a mixture of Oil of Winter-green- ,
Thymol, and other soothing ingredients a3 compounded only in D.
D. D. Prescriptions.
The very first drops STOP that awful burning instantly!
The first drops soothe and heal!
D. gives
D.D.
you comfort
cleanses the skin of all impurities and
mashes away pimples and blotches
over night!
Take our word on it as your local

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

olii USI1GSS

Punishment for Third Offense to be
as High as Ten Years in the
Penitentiary.

Spokane, Wash., April 27 "Punishfor drunkenness should be
more rigorous than it is now-,says
J. Edward Preucell, a prominent property owner, in a letter to the Commission of Spokane, who are about
to pass an ordinance,
designed to
clear saloons of box partitions, tables
and chairs, and restrict the liquor
j traffic,
adding: "The punishment for
the first conviction of drunkenness
should be thirty days in jail the sec- ond time the same individual commits
druggist.
Cet a $1.00 or a 25 cent bottle today, the offense it should be six months;
1
the third time, two years, and the
fourth time, ten years.
Disorderly
nersons should be arrested on sieht."
THE DAILY ROUND UP.
There is much opposition to the ordinance and even the Commissioners
are divided in opinion as to the adThe Gates of Praise.
visability of passing such a stringent
They've pressed ahead and left me,
measure at this time. However, the
The friends of youthful days,
churches and several citizens' leagues
mountains
climbed
the weary
They've
are urging the Commission to adopt
Up to the gates of praise.
the measure and enforce its provisMembers of the Royal Arch, a
ions.
I see them in the sunshine,
liquor dealers' organization, declare
And though the most forget,
the new law will eventually place the
A few there are who love me
city of Spokane in the "dry" column.
And turn to beckon yet.

IT

Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza,

WE

GIVE

REGISTER

TICKETS

WITH

Telephone
CASH

ALL

No. 40.

PURCHASES.

Louis Napoleon

XNw

Candy cathartic

Sterling Remedy Co.. Wheeling, W.Va.
ANNUAL SALE, 1 2 MILLION BOXES

BROS

THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR HOME

New Frozen Dairy Product Resembling Ice Cream Invented at Iowa
Agricultural College.
Des Moines, Iowa, April 27. A new
frozen dairy product has just been invented at. the Iowa experiment station which combines the delicious
flavor of ice cream with the health- Further
fulness of breakfast food.
more, this new product, which has
the
been called "Lacto," may be
means of adding several years to the
ordinary lifetime. It is quite certain
that its value as a health food will
make the years ihat are lived more
enjoyable ones. Lacto contains large
numbers of those enemies of old age,
lacticid bacteria. They are preserved
in cold storage, ready to attack the
"old age germs" as soon as they are
thawed out.

(From the New Mexican of this date
1S91.)

And though I struggle onward,
My feet are torn' and brui3ed,
My shoulders to the burden
Are weary and unused.

EVERY DAY

i

PLEASANT REMEDY TO
COUNTERACT OLD AGE.

How about the street sprinkler?
Odd Fellows entertainment at the
court house tonight.
A good crowd is on hand at the gov
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC
FRESH CAKES
FRESH PIES
ernment
corral today buying the
second-hanstuff used at Fort Marcy.
And now the children pass me
The directors of the New Mexico
And hardly stop to gaze,
Central Railway which has been abAll hasting to the mountain
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
sorbed by the A. T. & S. F., will meet
That guards the gates of praise.
GOOD-BYac Judge Waldo s office tomorrow for WROTE FRIENDS
TAn nAvc rfci-ip- f
of
the
affairs
purpose
winding up the
Because I cannot join them
Colorado Springs,
April 27 Two
ot this corporation.
And keep an equal pace,
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
before he died Ingolf K. Boyesen
days
A
in
Fe
calls
Santa
Here in this peaceful valley
prominent lady
dictated farewell letters to fifty of
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
attention to the fact that a little clean his
I'm dropping from the race.
friends and business associates,
water, some elbow grease and a
men of the'
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
coat of varnish is needed by every including many prominent
And while they're pressing onward,
that
the
end was
country,
announcing
in
hack
This is a timely near
this city.
An eager, hopeful throng,
and that he was ready to go. He
ANY BOY
I'll summon all my music
suggestion.
asked his friends not to grieve for
CAN RUN
Quite a delegation of Santa Feans him.
And cheer them with a song.
Boyesen's will, now in a vault
are
to
in
visit Albuquerque
THIS .
preparing
of the Chicago Title and Trust coma few days to attend the spring meetGo forth, O, youth and conquer!
ENGINE.
pany, deeds his estate valued at $150,
The heights are all to win!
ing of the Gentlemen's Driving Asso- 000, to his two sons
Ralph and NorThe gates of praise are open!
ciation, which opens Thursday.
man Boyesen.
The former is a
care
reasonable
Ernest
GrunM'eld
is sick with la
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with
Make haste to enter in!
newspaper man of San Francisco. The
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
grippe at St. Vincent's sanitarium.
will
that the principal of the
Hon. A. Staab, one of the best and estateprovides
But if your feet sfiouhtfull you,
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
shall not be turned over to the
most public citizens, and who does a
Or eye should prove untrue,
sons until they are forty years old.
The angels of the valley
large wholesale business in the ter- Hold out their hands to you.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
ritory, returned yesterday from Kan- HOW'S THIS?
sas City.
work.
For sale by
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReHon.
Pedro
And think not that your fellows
Perea, president of the ward for any case of Catarrh that canFRANK
First National Bank, was here from not be cured
GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. Who win alone are blessed
by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Bernalillo to spend Sunday.
For here within the valley
It is P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
evident
that
I've seen the gates of rest.
Senator
clearly
Perea's
We, the undersigned, have known
Peter McArthur in New York Sun. staunch Republicanism is still a very P. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
great thorn in the side of the Albu believe him
perfectly honorable in all
Corn Competition for Boys Coun querque Democracy.
business transactions and financially
Berof
B.
A.
ty Superintendent
Stroup
able to carry out any obligations made
seed MORE SALOONS IN TEXAS
nalillo county is distributing
his firm.
COUNTY THAN LAW ALLOWS. by
among the pupils of the public schools
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
for a corn growing contest.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Switchman Painfully
Injured G. Therefore State Comptroller Lane is
Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken interR. Palmer, a Santa Fe switchman, had
Making Personal Canvass of 331
nally, acting directly upon the blood
his right hand crushed while making
Thirst
Parlors.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
San Antonio, Texas, April 27.- - State and mucous surfaces of the system.
a coupling in the railroad yards at Al
75c.
Comptroller W. P. Lane, believing Testimonials sent free. Price
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package buquerque.
Sold
all
bottle.
Druggists.
by
per
A
vein of gold ore that there are more saloons in Bexar
Gold Ore Strike
Take Hall's Family Pills ter constitwo feet wide is being opened on the county than the law allows, has signi
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
Mountain Witch near Ute Park, Col- fied his intention of visiting San An- pation.
fax county. A tunnel has been driv- tonio and looking up carefully every
en and a shaft will be sunk. A stamp saloon in this city and county to asAsk
mill and cyanide plant are to be put certain whether or not County Clerk
R. Newton has certified to the
Frank
in
operation.
Phone Black
Phone Black
Cure Worse Than Bite C. A. Mil- right number. Mr. Lane, so it is said,
ler of Lucia was in Estancia yester- claims there are 100 more saloons in
day. Mr. Miller has recently had this county than are allowed by law.
quite an experience with a rattle- Since there are 331 saloons in Bexar
snake.
some two county, it will be seen at once that
While plowing
weeks ago, he must have turned up Mr. Lane will have a big job on his
his snakeship, which did not altogeth- hands. If it should transpire, as it
er agree with my lord. As Miller probably will, that at every saloon
plowed on and came around making visited the proprietor offers to set 'em
the .next furrow; the snake struck at up, Mr. Lane's thirst will be slaked
him, fastening the fangs in the fleshy for the next six months. County Clerk
part of the leg. After several kicks, Newton is quite positive that this city
Miller succeeded in freeing himself and county have no more saloons than
from the rattler. Taking his pocket the law permits. But for some reason
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
knife i;t. c.'.t a slash in the flesh near Comptroller Lane believes Mr. Newmine run coal
of building material
tii-with salt ton in error.
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
i and wound, which he filled the
treat
vinegar.
Apparently
and those who are best satisfied with
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
ment was all right as the wound has
their orders in that line will surely
given Miller no serious trouble and he PAZO OINTMENT 19 guaranteed to cur
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or I'm refer you to us. We have built up a
is able to use his leg, almost as well any casePiles
In 6 to 14 days or money rework
as if nothing had happened. Miller trading
funded, Me.
reputation for doing high-clas- s
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
rode over from Lucia horseback.
in a short time and at a very moderate
News.
We are pleased to receive
We Have Built Up
charge.
and assure you beforefamily
trade,
HUSBAND SHOOTS WIFE,
hand of complete satisfaction.
THEN KILLS HIMSELF.

Groceries and Delacatessen

$

Puritan Art Draperies

DRUCCiSTS

I

Incorporated 190J

Lr

Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good. Po Good,
Jiever Sicken, Weaken or (irlpe. The genuine tablet
stamped CCC. Guaranteed to euro or your incntT
back. Never sold in bulk.
oa

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

But still I am a laggard
Within the valley road.
Where gossiping with folly
I once put down my load.

jfJ

jhe bowels

1856.

SEUGIN

fctlward A. Muri, Albany,

j

DCERY

Established

'I hare med yonr valuable Caarnreta and find
lem Derfit. ('nnlrin t do without tiiera. I tiave
used them for some time for indigestion and biiiouanefla And am now compifttwly cured, lie commend them to everyone,
Once tried, you will
Dover be without tb'ii in tlie family."
N.T.

ment
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Duplex Scrim

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Rugs
Carpets
FOR HALF A CENTURY

I P.

THE

Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim

Curtains

LEADING

HOUSE

DRY GOODS

O. Box 219

IN

THE

CITY

Phone No. 36

nritu

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.

j

F.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

--

Flour Hav, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

grain

WE DO NOT CARRY JUST A "SPRINKLING"
OF GARDEN
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG V ARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, GOOD
QUALITY HOES,
RAKES, F ORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS FOR
THE GARDEN.
THE BEST CARPENTERS C OME TO US FOR THEIR TOOLS,
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE KEEP THE BEST.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Santa

Yourselves

LEO HERSCH

45

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

THOWAS

R

DELGAD0, Mgr.

101

Safety of Millionaire's Baby in Her
Charge Is First Thought of Dy-

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SfVNTA FE

GARAGE

Palace Ave.

MARCH

iZook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

Screened

RATON
YANKEE!

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD,
EEZTUr8.v5eVo?.
Telephone

Telephone 85

85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

p An

IE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

C

A

rUil jALX

Modern Residences for Rent.

Washington Ave

103

Julius Muralter R M.JONES.

ing Woman.
Colo., April 27. James
Pueblo,
Drayton Gage, the
grandson of a millionaire New York
hotel man, was the only witness to an
attempted murder of the baby's nurse,
Mrs. Elsie Brown, and the suicide of
her husband, Henry Brown, at the
Sixteenth street entrance to Mineral
Palace park. After firing a bullet
into the breast of his wife, Brown shot
himself and fell dead beside the
baby's carriage.
Thinking only of the baby, Mrs.
Brown ran nearly two blocks to the
home of County Commissioner Robert
Higgins and asked that someone go to
the park and get the child. It was
not until she was satisfied that the
baby was safe that Mrs. Brown told
of the wound in her breast which appears to be faUl.

w

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

45

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

I00D1S

HACK LINE

LIVERY STABLE

Prom
WE HANDLE

LUMBER

in large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing tha
very best rough or dressed

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
north bound train and arrives at
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices Taos st 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
contracts.
"dalaagr den. to &a.ca 3P
Lumber

Che

Em; 63agx Conafortatel.
Charles W. Dudrow FARE
S5.00

- WINDS

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Baggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Thone

9

CHA5. CLOSSON

Wtei

h

h fte
Drivers

Seel ef

lnytttar

UVERY USE.

FarsbcrJ.

Dm Gaspar Air.

ST

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usualiythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook

Pharmacy
Phone 213
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GOOD ROAD

of Santa Fe
From the Experience
People.
We are fortunate indeed to be able
to profit by the experience ol ur
neighbors. The public utterances of
Santa Fe residents on the following
subject will Interest and benefit
thousands of our readers. Read thisi
statement. No better proof can be!
had.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Fe, X. M., says: "I am very grateful
for the benetit I have received from)'
nno. T?r.U4
me use oi uoan a T:Jrtir Utile.
several years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was bard for me
to do work on account of pains in my
loins and any sudden movement aggravated my trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
void the kidney secretions and the
passages were scanty and painful.
Public statements given by local people who had used Doans Kidney Pills
with benefit, induced nie to try them.
I found relief at once and by the time
I had used one box, my back was free
from pain. My kidneys are now normal and I feel better in every way.
I have great faith in tine curative
powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers, Price 50
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the Unit- ed States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

10

FARMNGTON
Convention to Be Held at
Aztec, San Juan County
on Saturday
IS

amj

Delegates From Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce Do
Tellinj? Work.
';

(Aztec Index.)
San Juan county is going o join
the good roads movement.
Preliminary steps have been taken,
!.
following the visit last week of
of
board
tho
of
chairman
Sparks,
county commissioners of Santa Ke,
Land Commissioner it. P. Krvien, II.
P Ktpnhens. cashier of the X'. 3. Bank
& Trust uo., aim j. l..

"m.,,,,

ml superintend,.. - ui
Hon. These gentlemen made the trvi
from Santa Fe in automobiles, foi'o.v- -

n

ing the route mat a roaa snouiu ta.k
from the Capital City to this county
Mass meetings were held at both
Aztec and Farmington, at which the
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile visitors told of the great advantages
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. of good roads to any community, and
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- especially the feasibility of building
well at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Ros- a road for all kinds of travel from
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves eastern Xew Mexico into this section.
Good Roads Commission.
The
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
Mr. Krvien told of similar w,ik
fare between Santa F and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and now going on in other pans of the
Reserve seats on auto- territory, and that under the law
Roswell $10.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
every county that complied with the
requirements of the uood lloads com- mission has a share in the road funds.
If San Juan county will agree to
spend certain sums under the supervi-- I
sion of the commission in building
roads in this county, the territory will
'
spend an e;pial amount here, and in
in
nHHliinn uliiep pvnprt enfriruprs
basket leaves Monday Tvesday ci,arge ot the road building. By
Thursday and Friday. operation wuh Rio Arriba and Santa
counties, Mr. Ervien said there
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop Fe
could at small expense be a roadway
buiit that, wouiu place this region two
Mrs. F O.BROWN Agent
days nearer Santa Fe, in addition to
23
Red
Phone No.
drawing a lot of trade that now goes
to other places because of lack of
roads.
Open Day and Night
H. F. Stephens Talks..
Mr. Stephens told of the efforts
La Salle Restaurant
Santa Fe is making to connect itself
with its contiguous territory by good
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
'
roads. He said a good road could he
wo boors below F. Andrews Stor
constructed down the Canon Largo at
'
small exiiense to connect with one
REGULAR MEALS 25c
from Rip Arriba county. The automobile register on the cars showed 188
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
miles between Aztec and Santa Fe,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
but Mr. Stephens said thi3 distance
would be cut down by a roadway to
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
j perhaps 175 miles.
New York Chop Suey 50c.
Sparks Boosts,
.Mr. Sparks explained
the great
H. KERR,
advantage to San Juan county of a
road over the route his party had
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
traveled. Where it now costs about
Phone us, wewillbeffladtocallfor your:
and takg tnree days. tim t0 g0
which autos could travel would cut
tt5di;,ln. "yi"d-J?S.a,,- l
this time down to one day and a cost
All work is guaranteed; your
of perhaps $11). Also, in coming down
8ocK8 are mended and buttons
'
Canon Largo, he had observed fine
sewed on you shirts, without
bodies of land that undoubtedly can
extra charge.
fam-- i
KONE RED 122.
RED ti. be made homes for hundreds of
if
ilies, as the water underflow
raised would irrigate the land, as is
being done in other parts of the ter-- '
All this development
would
Whenever you want an easy shave
ritory.
As good as barbers ever pave,
add to the production and trade of
Just call on me at my salon
At mora or eve or busy noon
San Juan county and was a powerful
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
argument for good roads. Santa Fe
contour
suit
of
tbe
I'll
your face.
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
Mr.
said
has
county,
Sp;irks
My shop Is neat ana eowelsare clean
And everything I think you'll tliid
bought a steam road grading outfit
To suit the taste and please tbe mind.
that makes the roadway and rolls and
packs it as one operation. The ex-- j
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
pense of this machine is about $2,fi00
and it is operated at a cost of $15 per
day. The county will build 151) miles
of road the coming year, as with this
O. K. BARBER SHOP
machine road bui.'ding loses its terrors. The county commissioners were
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
stinting other funds in order to put
j

i

LAIli

PEHIAL

For Best Laundry Work

j

j

j

j
i

j

V.

DUTY THAT IS

010

THE NEGRO

i

j

Foster-Milbur-

the road
fund, said Mr. Sparks, and the poo- Ttie distance '
pie were satisfied.
from San Juan county Into the inter
or of New Mexico is largely inaain-- ;
movement
TV and the good roads
vill make passenger and oven freight
autos active competitors wi'h the rail- roads, to the benefit of the people ol
Sau Juan county.
Mass Meeting Called.
After listening to the words nf these
gentlemen, the meeting at both Azcomtec and Farmington appointed
mittees to meet and fnriiiulate a definite plan of organizaiioii. The committees have agreed to call a mass
convention of the citizen of San Juan
as
county." and have select (! Aztec
the place for the firs; meeting and
April 2!)th as the day, The eonven- tion will assemble at in court house
about 2 p. m. and the various pre- cincts of the county are irged to have
representatives present
Prompt or-- !
ganizaiion and action vill see this
county sharing in the benefits of the
territorial road fund Where rock or
luck and shovel wor is necessary on
roads built in connecthin with the territorial Good Roads Commission, Mr.
Krvien has promised that convict labor will be used.
The above covers the ground and
me moves tnat nave neen made as
a result of the visit of Santa
Fe's
Chamber of Commerce members, and
San Juan county's enthusiastic support, of this movement is assured. No
matter what other differences comniunuies may imagine they have, good
roads are a common meeting place
and a commin necessity. The advent
of the automobile has revolutionized
means ot travel on roads, and while
uie nignways proposed are for all
kinds of vehicle traffic yet the value
of quick communicatio i is thoroughly
appreciated in San iuan
county,
which will add hundr ds and thou
sands to its population as soon as
made a reality.
The date of the county convention
is Saturday, April
'.. and the meeting place is Aztec at Hie court house,
2 p. m.
Every citizen is invited and
it is promised that, results will come
quickly if the people will show their
interest, instead of leaving public
ra lu a iew, uie uiuy oi everyone

as much as possible in' a

REAPING BENEFIT.

l0

j

T. W. ROBERT S

U.

fjl.t

R-

- rA,.stltA

A

Taught How to Be a Man
Among Men
GOOD RESULTSACGOrVlPUSHED

Deportation to the Home of His

lmntl

Fotkot-.l- t

and Absurd.

PAGE THREE

M.

uplifting of humanity in every part !
the South.
"Fi.-I'uiversi'y not only presents
Ian object lesson in the matter of col-lege education, but in ti.e direction o!
securing the sympathy, the confidence
of both races
and the
and both .sections of our country. This
institution stands as a model in the
Fisk has the good
City of Nasville.
wishes and active help. of h!ari; pen- from the North.! r
pie, of white
It
and white people at the South.
will require the combined effort
of
these three groups to bring about i
solution of the problem
in which we tin: so vitally interested.
' Few
people realize to what an ex- Hew the nation is indebted to the ed- ucateil coiored man lor tiie maintain- auce of jieace between the races.
While many race wars have been pre- dieted, no serious and prolonged rac- ial conllict has taken place in recent
it has been in
years in the South.
a very large degree in the inlluence
of the educated negro who lias conn- st led patience, forbearance and sym- between
the
pathetic
laces that has prevented disgraceful
outbreaks and has resulted in secnrins and maintaining a largo legre
jo' peace between the races.
"The people of this Nation should
r
remember thai the negro is not a
as far as his personal needs are
He supports himself in
concerned.
clothes and in shelter and has done
so for I.") years.
The only call that
he litis made upon the public litis
been for aid in the direction of educational, moral, and religions tiain-- j
ing; that all I believe we have the
right to make through Fisk University
and such a call will be answered."

'
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.
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F you ever tried to wash

Boston. April 27 A: he Fisk I'ni-li- l
in Boston
versity Day of "The YV
Missionary Exposition" today Charles
Kdward Stowe, son of Harriet
Stowe, immortalized a.-- the author of
I'nele Tom's Cabin, sjoke in behalf
of tiie higher education nf the negro.
soaDS
In part he said:
.
n
is
"Shortly after the doso of the
Civil War. O. O. Howard was address- ing a Freedman's School at Atlanta,
and asked the pupils .'.n at message
he should take to the N nh from their
school. 'Tell 'cm we's risin,' Massa,'
called out one little nc; ro.
is
con"it was true then, nt. s hi more
manifestly true today hat the negro
dirt-start- er
is risinu.
Day by day is this fact
mor ammrnt. The ncro is gaining
vx Nveatn jn education, iti intelligence
washes in hot, cold, lukeanil , alI that ,)eniU!;, to a more
Tnere is no more ef- aljmulaHt life.
warm, hard or soft water.
fectjvc witness to this lact. than the
It s really the only safe
cries of alarm, always hysterical in
soap for finer fabrics.
intensity, that come from those who APPLE BLOSSOMS ARE
The industoppose negro education.
NATIONAL FLOWER.
"Sunny Monday Jjiibbles
rial education of the in gro, we are
Will wasli away mir troubles"
told, is rapidly bringing him in com- They Will Supplant the Orange and
The N. K. Fairhank Company, Makers, Chicago
the Myrtle at Weddings of the
petition with the skilled labor of the
white man, and that ii he tries to
Future.
get the white man's job tiie white man
will kill him. The higher education
Spokane, Wash., April 2'. Frag-- i
of the negro makes him imagine himrant apple blossoms will supplant, the JURY GIVES VERDICT
CHARLES POTCHERNICK, AN
oi the white
self the social equal
as!
flowers
orange
FOR ILL FITTING SKIRT.
IMMUNE TO BEE STINGS.
man. and it is held to he a
wreaths for May brides, if the planj
a
when
that,
negro
proposition
worked out by Samuel Glasgow, s'je-- j Dressmaker Loses Out in
Superior Goes Bare Armed and Bare Faced
adds to the enormity ot being born retary and manager of the Centennial
Court in Suit to Recover
When Among His Aviaries
with a black skin the crime of ippear-- l Miu company of Spokane, meets with,
for Clothes.
Near Houston.
io to
as intelligent, as cultivated, and as much favor in the apple districts
ing
The Good Roads convention should ' as refined as the white man he begins of the 1'nlted States as it has in
tliisj Spokane, Wash., April js. When
louston, Texas, April 27. Charles
be largely attended.
to be a peri! to the white man's su- - city. Me contends that, as the apple!
Potchernick employed at the Mave-e'- s
blossom is the national flower and dozen men, good and true, sitting
premaey and should be promptly
rick apiaries near this city appears to
The boasted supremacy marriage is woman's most important j jury in .ludge William 1;. llune
Conductor Helped Back to Work, terminated.
rest-hMr. Wilford Adams is his name, of the white man, apparently
step m life, the two should go to-- ! department of the Spokane coun'y su- have unusual control over bees. He
writes. "I was confined to my bed ing on so precarious and insecure a get her.
ierior court, said in a verdict that ih hi:imll.-- thorn with as much apparent.
with chronic rheumatism
and used foundation as to be tlo eatened by
"I have discussed the question with skirt of a $75 suit built for ):isie Span-- ease as one wouui in
playing wnn
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Reme- every upward step of the ciiored nice.
ti ,t
or a harmless pet. He is used
kittens
"i
with
It
be
effect.
The
sustained
third bottle
dy
good
must, therefore,
by and the Spokane Horticultural Asso- fit, a precedent was established in to
their ways and appears absolutely
put me on my feet and I resumed threats of blood and violence, and ciation,"
TV' jurors
said Mr. Glasgow, "and: eastern Washington.
obvious to t he fact that they can
work as conductor on the Lexington, drastic measures to keep the negro in through them we are in
to
awarded
the
of
incxieut
damages
hopes of
While working with them he
Ky., Street Railway.
It will do all a position of industrial, social, politi- teresling every community in the $75 to the plaintiff and held t'.ie mod- sting. bare
armed and bare faced and
goes
you claim in cases of rheumatism." It cal and intellectual inferiority
and western country and the apple dis- iste for the costs of the trial a matno attention to the insects as
pays
clears the blood of uric acid.
For subserviency.
The much vaunted su- tricts east of the Rocky mountains in ter of more than $100. Miss Spangen-berthey crawl over his exposed hands
sale by all druggists.
donned the offending
periority of the white man is, then, ac- the movement. The commissioners of
and arms or pile up in great clumps
these
to
oracles
rather the city and county of Spokane are. several times during the hearing, mi his face. Recently he had a piccording
noisy
GREATEST UNDERGROUND
a feeble affair that is likely lo per- enthusiastic over the plan. Rev. Dr. while a score
of tailors.
drapers, ture taken holding a small limb in
IN
RIVER
WORLD. ish from the earth unless the negro is Will A. Hetts.
pastor of the First dressmakers and employes ol suit his teeth on which a swarm had setvigorously suppressed, and denied all Methodist Kpiscopal church, says he houses testified for and a;;.iin.st the tled. The bees formed a kind of long
It Flows Through Eastern New Mexi- will perform the ceremony, free
opportunity for improvement
of defendant.
Appreciating
th' act. beard hanging below his waist and
iu nuru&a inc Line into oouin- bride decked that the wives of the jurors .niut his entire face was covered
"If it is true tnat the negro is ris- charge, for the first
with
western Texas.
appearing at have something to say in the case. those that crawled from the limb. Old
ing it is equally true that among the with apple blossoms
the hirer bee keepers say that his feats in
Judge lluneke cautioned
ten millions of negroes in this country either his parsonage or church.
Farwell, Texas, April 27. It is there
"I have also interested the owners not to discuss the testimony cursii'o handling bees are the most remarkare black bogs, and swamps
maintained by geologists and others ot
barbarism, ignorance and vicious-nes- s of commercial tipple orchards in the the court room. Counsel for tiie de- able in the world. He claims that he
who have given the matter at ten': n
which are a threat and a menace Spokane valley and other parts of fense is not satisfied with tbe verdict has not been stung in two years.
that Texas has the greatest under to civilized
It i3 from these this country in the movement and ex and will appeal to the suprear; courl
society.
ground river in the world. It is main
Mean- - RACING BILL DEAD
masses of moral rottenness pect to announce a substantial prize of the state of Washington.
weltering
tained that this is an underflow from that the miasma of crime
a
in
Miss
while.
is
beini
time
a
for
of
shrt
Spnngenborg
to
arises
photograph
FOR GOOD IN COLORADO.
the Rocky Mountains and that this
whole communities.
From the best house or church wedding dei lionized for her pluck in fighting th?
poison
stream, several miles wide, sweeps these darK spots come the
case.
27. Three
Iknver. Colo., April
negro ra- orations fashioned with apple blosacross Xew Mexico, the northwestern
will present a
with his crime of unimaginable soms. Personally,
work by the senators in favor
pist
days
of
and
from
the
it
water
Texas,
l.art
ooou results always follow iue use of the racing bill failed to drag over
brutality and horror which stirs up purse of gold to the bride winning the
living the white man to all the ferocities n'' first prize. This competition is free of Foley
supply from a number ot
Pills.
Kidney
They give the line the one senator necessary to
streams such as the Guadalupe am! the
the veto of Governor
lynch law. This in turn is avu ' and open to every woman in the p'empt relief in ali cases of kidney carry it
reobtaineu.
Wells
is
sunk
others,
aiid bladder disorders. Try them. Sold Shafroth upon reconsideration
ed on the white man, for in the long ,"r:itf''1 States and Canada.
in
of
the northwestern part
this run
-cently
There is likely to be some opposi- bv all druggists.
life of the white man will
state and at a number of places in bo nothemore
sacred than that of the tion from the orange growers, who
New Mexico strengthen the theory
negro. The property of the whin may feel they have a monopoly on the
that such an underground stream ex- poor
man no more secure than the pro- wedding wreath flower, but I do not
It
is a well known tact that ir
ists.
of the poor negro.
PLANTS, Fruit in Season. Wedding ."j
So, if the believe il will be very serious, as the
Cllt FlOWerS
the vicinity of Tucumcari, New Mex- perty
;.
anci Taole Bouquets and Decorations.
.
white man does not raise the negro life of the apple blossom season isjj'
ico, and points immediately s nth of the
A
Funeral Designs.
the white man down. not more than HO days in the soring. I'll
negro
drags
fine
of
flows
water
that city
artesian
If
man permits the negro after which Wange blossoms may be
Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25c
are obtained at a depth of SOU feet. to the whitein
bride and bridegroom."
for packing on orders under $3.00.
'
grow
up
ignorance and vice the "onl
in
wells
Recently while sinking
icveugts mai. ignorance anil
in th-search of oil test wells
Mr- vice on the white man and his wile GEODETIC SURVEY AT
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
northwestern part of Texas, lining and
TEXICO, CURRY COUNTY.
if the white man
Then
children.
water was struck at about the same to
!'
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
himself up
Phone Black 12.
punish the negro
depth. At other points in Texas, too, to the
to
Determine
Exact
the
Size
Trying
of
savage
promptings
brutality
of
of
fine
flows
this
nortln.est
city,
and Shape of Earth by Accurate
fit sinks to the level of the negro and
water have been struck at even a les.s
Observations.
For what is vice io
below.
perhaps
The tv... ,w.Y,.n I..
depth than those menti me ).
,v.n
...i.:.
i u l
i.i illiv i..
iiic
ill
vwlii.
Lin;
una
is
stream
this
thai
l'1'.wiiic;
proof
man.
lexico irumphet.
derground in the same direction a3
Harold 1). King and A. M. Sobieral-detnan"Not
but
only
justice,
the Rio Grande is emohp.sized by the
the education of the negro. slii- of "le ('oas,t Geodetic Survey
Bros.
ten months.
fact that the weils slink" both noi,h
They have hundreds of
shut
tue door of opportunity on I'artment of the United States Gov-th- Chickering
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and south of a certain belt of coun
and
Bush
Lane.
in
arrived
the
State
Line
negro to relegate him to the low- jwwnt,
and Arizona.
try extending to the northwest have
Co.
lusl F''"oa.v and set it) their
hope!(,it-A letter, a telegram or a telephone
failed to find water although going est place and shut the door of
tronomical
set
transients
of
and
Schiller.
him
to
is
make
him
desperate,
to them regarding pianos, prices and
to a much greater depth. It is mainfor
observaman
apparatus
who
has
Victor
taking
intelligence, pro-terms will prove to prospective piano
tained by geologists that this under,or to1"' fla'sand social position is manifest-!'101,u'v packed
that the firm of
ground stream flows almost south perty
instruments Tuesday and went Milton and the World Famous Cecilian buyers Co. will meet
east from the Rocky mountains to Sut ly less likely to develop criminal
every customer
their next
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
ton county, Texas, and then flows stincts than the poor wretch who!'" G"5'mon, Oklahoma,
to
take
observations.
stopping
place,
lives
a mere animal existence.
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple ?nd satdirectly south for at least 100 miles
"In the last forty years the negro They took observations at Alpine,
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
and thence southeasterly to the Gulf.
Texas, before coming to this place. car leads of
pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
the population of the t'nited States has
Upon this theory relative to
It. is still increasing
Similar observations to those takcourse of the stream the great arte- nearly doubled.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
The negro is not the prob- en here are being taken in all parts
sian belt of Texas is accounted for, rapidly.
of
the
lem
United
of
but
the
The
States
the
as
well
as
South,
in
Music
Dealers
problem
:: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established WOO
Square
the claim being made that the arteforeign countries, with a view to the
sian wells tap the body of the stream. of the whole country.
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CLRIO CO.
"The idea of deporting him to the better determination of the exact
For a time there was a theory that a
'land of his fathers' is more than ab- size and shape of the earth.
portion of the southwest section of
The gentlemen carry about three
the state was underlaid by a subter- surd as time goes on. Many negroes
ranean lake, but this theory has giv had Irishmen for fathers; shall we thousand dollars' worth of scientific
their observations.
en place to the later and more scien send them to Ireland? Many negroes apparatus for
tific conclusion that a great under- have the best white blood of the The astronomical transient was used
South in their veins, and are in the in getting the correct sideral time
ground drain way sweeps southeastI".
The from the stars for getting the time
ward from the Rocky Mountains, sim- land of their fathers already.
of
the
chronometers which are used
ilar in many respects to the under- negro is here and here to stay. The
of oscilat-ionnegro is not here of his own motion; in determing the period
ground stream that stretches
of the pendulums which desigSuccessor to B. P. Williams
across Illinois from what is but the white man brought him here."
nate the intensity of the force of
Address by Booker Washington.
known as the "Kankakee country."
Boston, Apr.i 27 Dr. Uooker T. gravity of this particular portion of
Washington, president of Tuskegee In- the globe, if you please.
DREAD OF AN OPERATION.
stitute was one of the speakers today
This work is so particular that
N. Manchester, Ind. Mrs. Eva
of this place, says: "I suffered at. Fisk I'niversity Day of the "World they cannot rely on the time as telfemale misery of every description. iu Boston Missionary Exposition." In egraphed to the railroad here, so
I Itnut k..U
A
Two doctors attended me, and advised urging for support of the negro col- they set up their transients and get
P
-C I
i naie uuiuidscu mc enure mikk oi nurses a
Dr. the only
equipmeni lormeny ,
an operation.' I lost weight until I lege at Nashville, Tennessee,
absolutely correct time jit
down to the thousandts of a second ; owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
weighed only ninety pounds. I dread- Washington, said:
"Forty-lived an operation, and, Instead, began
years of Fisk University from the star3 themselves, and reCLASS LIVERY where we will be
ready at all times of day or night
to take Cardui. In a short time, I gain- means forty-flvyears of progress for cord It with a short electric wire dithe
to
race.
furnish
with
is
I will
true
kind
of a rig you may want.
negro
rect to the chronometers.
ed 25 pounds and feel as well as I
Perhaps it
you
any
ever did. Cardui, I am sure, saved my that the life of the few institutions
This visit gave those of our citiendeavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit k
j
life." Cardui is today used In thou- in the South are more closely linked zens who learned of the opportunity
:
:
sands of homes, where it relieves pain with the progress of the black peo- a chance to take a ieep at the starry
::
::
your patronage.
.
and brings back strength and ambi- ple than is Fisk University. It was firmament through the transient and
k
tion. It is a woman's medicine, for among the pioneer institutions of our see what the stars actually look like.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
forty-nvwomen's ailments, and you are urged people.
If you want move particulars the
During
years it
to try it for your troubles. Ask your has done its work wisely and success- gentlemen are
always pleased to exPhone 139 Red
druggist He will tell you about
fully through the graduates and
Santa Fe, N. M
plain the scientific
arangements.
ft
who are now at work for tho Their home is in Washington, D. C.
j
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vour fine laces and fabrics
with ordinary yellow laundry soap, you
know it's simply out of the question.
All yellow laundry
contain
rosin, ana rosm
injurious to hner
fabrics.

Sunny Monday contains no rosin
that's why it white. It also
tains a wonderful
which
saves rubbing and spares your clothes.
Sunny Monday
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Depart
ment as "Distinguished
Institution."
Array officers detailed by War Department.

i

a,

'.'

v

4'

IfAr A'

:r

I

in

Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life,
Great amouit of open air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
the Union.
Located in the beautiful
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine
every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instracters, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
Tea buildings, thoroughly
furnished
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.

E

REGEVTS

'

A. CAHOON President
W. fi. HAMILTON,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer,
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and illustrated catalogue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON,
Superintendent
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and the most conclusive
proof of worth in those who offtnd is
a willingness to bear the consequen
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
ces according to law.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
people or all ages and
and Superintendent.
Editor and President.
places have gladly imposed restrict- JOHN. K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure'ions upon themselves, because by so
doing they have hoped to lift their
Postoffice.
Entered as Second Clas Matter at the Santa Fe
It
standards of thought and action.
$3.50 seems evident that the truly repentent
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dci'y, Bix months, by mail
offender might readily welcome the
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.00
Weekly, six months
enalties which communities
have
.75
carrier...
by
month,
Daily, per
2.00
year
Weekly,
per
upon, in those instances where
65
agreed
mail
Daily, per month, by
50 faults have been committed.
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Oaily, per year, by mail
Moreover, it has become plain that
the pardoning power of officials has
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
often been abused to an alarming
It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
and growing circulation
There can be little doubt that if the
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large
decisions of the courts might be per--;
of
the
Southwest.
amon. the intelligent and progressive people
mined to stand, there would be an
extraordinary diminishment in the
number of people who break the laws.
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Attorney at Law
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J. PALEN, Prcsiterf,

I a. HUOtins,
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F. McKANE, Assistast
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Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Capital Stock

Department.
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COULD BE TRUSTED.

BASE BALL

t

STANDING OF THE TEAMS
WOOD PULP.
The wood pulp industry is responsible for the present tariff agitation.
It may be blamed for the Republican
defeat in the Congressional elections
last November and consequently for
the present muddle at Washington.
The great newspapers of the country
had gone before Congress asking tor
a reduction in the tariff on wood
They asked for two reasons:
pulp.
To save the forests of the United
the cost of
States and to cheaien
print paper which has been steadily
advancing in price, owing to the trust
for just that purpose.
established
Congress turned a deaf ear to the
The standnewspaper publishers.
patters laughed them to scorn and
said they were not afraid of newspaThen came the first
per influence.
inkling of the deluge that swept so
many of the mossbacks out of political existence.
Of great interest, therefore, are the
Cen-figures made public today by the
sus Bureau, giving some idea of the
extent of the wood pulp industry in
the United States. It is a very healthy
infant industry and has grown enor-- :
mously th'- past ten years at the expense of :iie newspaper publishers
and the public. It should take a foothold in New Mexico, which has much
timber not useful for any other purpose:
There were 787 establishments re- ported at the census of 1909 as engag
il niiioHlv
... tho in anil f ptnrp- nf
cu
u..,.. in
MAKING

n,

j

compared
tons, valued at $2Ui.-,n0with :li';t',,imo ions in ISO!), valued a.
The manutacture ot tis
$10,33:5,0'M.
sues increased from L'S.uim tons, a!
ued at $3,4S7.00ti in 1S9!, to 7S.0O0
in 1909;
tons, valued at. JS,r,.',l,(HMi,
while the quantity of building, roofing
and sheathing papers increased during the decade from 97,000 to 218,000
Ions.
The imports and exports of paper
practically balance each other, although the imports since 1S99 have
increased much more than the exThe imports of paper stock
ports.
increased from $2,014,914 in 1S99 to
S:;,0:is,u;;4 in 19m9, and of wood pulp,
from 2:;,:119 tons, valued at $071,500,
to :;u7,122 tons, valued at $8,029,203.
exports of
During the decade the
from 27,900 to
wood pulp decreased

j

ions.

10,325

THE GRIM 1 RUTH.
The Albuquerque Evening Herald
says that more killings take place
in the large cities of the United States
than do in New Mexico. This is true,
but not in proportion to inhabitants.
In New York, last year, 481 violent
killings were recorded or one for each
In New Mexico,
10,000 inhabitants.
the proportion was one for every
4,iioo inhabitants, and taking forty
years as the average of man's life, it
is certain that one of every one hundin New Mexico is
red inhabitants
doomed to be murdered.
Considering that it is mostly men in the prime
of life who are the victims, and the
percentage becomes suggestively and
small, so tUat one's
uncomfortably
chances of escaping the assassin's bul
let, or knife, are sufficiently small to
cause apprehension to the timid. In
other words, there are two and a haif
times as many murders in New Mex
ico in proportion to population than
in New York, despite the fact that the
latter receives all the offscourings
of Europe and has its blackhand, its
"gangs," its abject poverty and wretchedness.
However, electrocutions
in New York are quite frequent, while
New Mexico does not
average as
many hangings as it does pardons of
It is a condition, not
murderers.
a theory, that confronts the people.

STATUS OF THE NEWS- PAPER.
Everyone who is worth while in any
community reads the daily newspaper published locally. He or she may
agree with it or dissent from it, politically or otherwise, but it is read and
It is logical,
makes its impression.
therefore, that in progressive grammar and high schools that the daily
newspaiter has a place besides the
other text books and is carefully disTHE MURDER LUST.
sected and studied as the best medium for enlightenment on the subOf thirteen killings in New' Mexico
ject of civics, political economy, con since March 1, a period of less than
temporary history and social activi- - two months, seven of the victims
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National Leaaue.
W.

Philadelphia
Chicago
New York

...

Pittsburg
Cincinnati

I,.

Pet.

9
8

2
3

6
0
3

4
4

.818
.727
.000
.600

6

..4

Boston
St. Louis
Brooklyn

S

'78

3

3

American
Detroit
New York
Boston

Washington
Chicago
Cleveland

Philadelphia
St. Louis

League.
W. L.
10

1

6
5

3

4

"
5
4

6
7
6

3
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Western League.
W.

Omaha
St. Joseph

Wichita

4

4
3

.300
.273

Pet.
.909
.667
.500
.444
.455
.417
.400
.250

The late Lord Young of the Scottish
bench was responsible for enlivening
many a dull case. One of the best
remarks that ever fell from his Hps
was the reply to a counsel who urged
on behalf of a plaintiff of somewhat
bibulous appearance:
"My client, my lord, is a most remarkable man, and holds a very responsible position; he is manager of
some waterworks."
After a long look the judge answered:
"Yes, he looks like a man
who could be trusted with any amount
of water." M. A. P.
So He Got His.
train
Conductor (after successful
How did you get him, Jackrobbery)
son?
?
Husky Porter Git dis wufless
Why, puffeckly simple! After
goin' fru my car he done try to git
off ag'ln wiffout givin' me no tip!

Pet.

L.

pus-son-

GOOD

nw1

f

...rt.l

ti.ii

VllllTI

T!tV

H'flPfl
7fi?.

'in iqoa

i

were

Bliss

prl-y-

-

Professor of English

HOTEL
Sr

of the Best Hotels

One

.667
.667
.609
.600
.500
.500
.333
.167

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

National League.
New York.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
Chicago at Cincinnati.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

at

124126

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave

88

TELEPHONE

BLACK

Albu-querqt-

HANDSOME ROOMS

j

.

his-th-

.

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Spanish-American-

lit- -

in

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

This seems
American League.
,
to disprove the assertion of the
St. Louis at Chicago.
forn Harvard
Herald published on another
Detroit at Cleveland.
Uniyersjty,
Of the establishments for eratre
in 1899.
New York at Boston.
page, that these killings occur mostS3
.
were
in
exclusively
1909,
engaged
e
wild-eyea high opinion of the
from
entertains
ly
among
immigrants
Washington at Philadelphia.
542
the
of
manutacture
in
pulp
.
, 1(, ,
,
th itoncal value and even of the literary uncivilized states, such as Oklahoma.
f
of imYESTERDAY'S GAMES.
merits of the average newspaper. He It is not. among the
Mrs.
Os
Mrs. Parrot Gracious,
manufacture of both paper and pulp, believes that the
newspaper, so often migration that the bullets and the
trich, why do you look so alarmed?
National League.
dirks cut the widest and deepest
Mrs. Ostrich Why
"J
Hip
in 1909, there were 15 that manufact-No home is quite secure from
and worthless the day swath.
2; St. Louis 1.
written
Pittsburg
poorly
po Is tob neighborly.
other
.
.
with
ured paper
connection
in
New York 6; Boston 3.
.
.
,.
Mrs. Parrot In what way?
, V
alter publication, is in reality a true the lust for blood and the assassin's
.. .
, "
J
' reflection of
10; Brooklyn 3.
life.
Mrs. Ostrich Why, I told her I
hand has struck down some of the
Philadelphia
contemporary
etc.
asbestos products,
Cincinnati 8.
would have to be absent from my
Mex
New
10;
on
In
and
recent
a
"Libraries
Chicago
noblest
lecture
among
greatest
The total cost of pulp wood, wood
American League.
nest for several days and she; offered
and the Community," professor Perry ico's men, yea, even men like the late
pulp, and other paper stock used in said that the
to sit on the eggs.
English of the newspa- Colonel J. Franco Chaves, whose as
1909, amounted to $107,007,000, which
Detroit 9; Cleveland 6.
often of a higher standard than sassination is still unavenged. The
is
per
as
143
cent
is a gain of
compared
per
Boston 11; New York S.
of books and suggested that it law must put down its heel on the
Reversal of Form.
The total that
with $44,321,000 in 1S99.
Philadelphia 7; Washington 2.
in quality the speech of conditions that have resulted in thir
surpasses
Fate ofttlmes one's cause espouses;
cost of pulp wood consumed increased
He praised the news- teen murders in New Mexico in less
life.
To such, reverses bring no shocks;
every-dafrom $9,S3S,000 in 1S99, to $33,802,000
Western League.
As a man you buljd a block of houses
paper as a historical source and than two months and thirty murders
in 1909, or 244 per cent.
Ana as a child a Mouse oi diocks.
Denver 10; Wichita 2.
to beware of dis since the dawn of the New Year.
librarians
cautioned
The total quantity of wood pulp
Sioux City 4; Omaha 0.
an
value
as
essential
its
consumed in the industry increased regarding
St. Joseph 10; Des Moines 6.
a.
A Sad Case.
has out
Even Flagstaff,
element in the study of current events
from 1,173,000 tons in 1899 to 2,834,-004 ; Topeka 0.
Lincoln
She must have been delighted
10
more than
life.
Fe
and
Santa
by
per
grown
tons in 1909, or 142 per cent. In
when her husband, whom she thought
Some reporters can gather news, cent in population.
This would no,
1909, the total quantity of wood pulp
Southern League.
was killed in the railway wreck,
in writing it properly or ef have happened if Santa Fe had taken
but
fail
Louisville 12; Kansas City. 6.
used, 1,590,000 tons were returned by
showed up safe and well."
excel in ability to in its suburbs as the New Mexican
the establishments as "made for own fectively; others
"I don't know about that,"
Indianapolis 1 ; St. Paul. 2.
do not know a story when had advocated.
As one of the signs
but
write,
as "purchased."
Columbus 7; Milwaukee 8.
use," and 1,244,000
"You oertalnly can not doubt It?"
man
who
is
the
the
see
It
of
it.
only
Capital
ought
progressiveness,
In 1909, the total quantity of wood they
Toledo 9; Minneapolis 10.
"I only know she cried when she
both these necessary quali- not delay now about merging municicombines
Coast
countermanded
the order for the auto
plup used, 1,323,000 tons, or 47 per fications who will attain
League.
high rank as pally the entire community, and thus
Sacramento 2; Portland 1.
that she had planned to buy with his
cent, was ground wood; 304,000 tons, a scribe.
secmore
of
once
the
rank
attaining
Insurance money."
Oakland 8; San Francisco 2.
or 11 per cent soda fibre; and 1,200,-00Samuel Bowles, editor of the ond city in New Mexico, instead of
Baseball.
tons, or 42 per cent sulphate fiber,
College
fifth
and sixth place
of Illinois 8; NorthwestIn 1899 the quantity of ground wood Springfield (Mass) Republican, speak- yielding fourth,
the next few years to Las Vegas, Ra- ernUniversity 0.
ing on the journalistic field, says:
Favorite Fiction.
University
pulp used was 48 per cent of the total;
'I Believe I Am to Have the Pleas
"It appears to me that the average ton and Las Cruces, and perhaps, beWest Point 3; Norwich University
of soda fiber, 15 per cent; and of sul
CUv
ure of Taking You Out to Dinner, Mrs.
young man in college about to choose fore the decade is up,
3. Twelve innings.
phite fiber, 20 per cent. Of the total his profession and considering jour- vis Tucumcari and apermitting
few
other
Oamley."
1.
Columbus
Pennsylvania 8;
quantity of imported wood pulp U3ed nalism among those that are open to towns to
'To Let Desirable Apartments in
pass ahead of it.
Princeton 4; West Virginia 1.
during the census year, 119,500 tons him is liable to overlook or fail to
This Building."
5 ; Vernon 7.
Los
Angeles
costing $2,723,000, represented ground
"Home Cooking Our Specialty.''
The Butte Miners'
union has
sufficiently regard the exceptional
wood; 9,500 tons, costing $398,000, civic and social
"Genuine Cider Vinegar."
and
toward
support
responsibilities
pledged
"physical''
AT
WEDDING
ALBUQUERQUE.
soda fiber; and 172,400 tons, costing
"Peaceable Picketing."
of the men accused of
for
the
liberation
the
corresponding
opportunities
$8,142,000, sulphite fiber.
"All Wool Suits $15."
service that attach to e newspaper committing the atrocious dynamite
Edwin D. Sower, and Mrs. Harriett
"Dear Sir."
During the decade the quantity of calling.
no
cenis
mind
To my
there
were united In matrimony last
ou:rai3 in Los Anges and other
rags used, including cotton and flax industrial or prolessional occupation ters. And yet, some people wince Rizer,
9
at
the
o'clock
at
parsonage
evening
waste and sweepings, increased from that so
and so juVly de- when they are told that the Western of "the First Presbyterian church at
constantly
A Simple Request
235,000 tons to 358,000 tons, or 52 mands from those
a
in
of
Miners
Federation
is
it,
engaged
preachic
Albrn.uerque by Rev. Hugh A. Cooper.
"What are you going to tell the peo
per cent; and the cost rose from conscientious attention to the public
bride was attcded by Mrs. Dr. ple when you get home?"
teaching ana practicing anarchy in
$0,595,000 to $10,710,000 or 02 per cent. welfare as
'
the M .. rot Cartwright, wh: Mrs.
in
newspaper production. every
aspect
except
"Nothing," replied Senator Sorghum.
Manila stock Increased in both quan
H
While in the strictly economic sense management of its own affairs, in
Conductor
.ither,
And all that I ask is that they'll re
George
tity and cost, and old or waste paper, it is merely a manufacturing industry which men like Moyer are the kings, Rhodes of the Santa Fe, was best man,
ciprocate and not start in telling me
purchased as such increased 170 per 1 its social and moral aspects it is
and the poor miners the slaves who
things."
cent in quantity ana isi per cent in
Herewith are some bargains offered
involving the weightiest ob- must contribute a large part of their
profession
thus
cost,
emphasizing the growing ligations. I think, therefore, that earnings to keep those fellows in lux- by the New Mexlcan Printing com
materials.
scarcity of
Shirts,
young men should not embark in' it ury and in whisky.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the They Haven't Tucked In Their cut
The 15 establishments
mentioned who do not feel a distinct call - of
off
"And all the Chinese have
of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Territory
above a3 manufacturing paper in conThere is not much hope of anything bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri their queues."
duty to serve their fellows.
nection with some other business
"Well?"
"The first qualification
necessary good coming out of the special session Pleading forms. 85: Missouri Code
must be considered in arriving at the
"I was just wondering how the car
for success in journalism are character, of congress or out of the regular ses- Pleadings.
two for $10.
the
$6;
totals for the industry. These estab
the capacity to see things sions that will follow. The House is Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws toonist who draws a Chinaman will
make the
know that it- Is
ishments consumed $20,000 worth of
straight and the strength which en- hopelessly Democratic and the Sen- of New Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903, Chinaman?" public
pulp; 4,200 tons of wood pulp, cost- ables a man to pursue steadfastly the ate is on the verge of falling Into the
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25
ing $159,000. 18,000 tons of rags, cost- course of reason and to, resist wrong hands of a coalition
Flexible
Sheriff's
consisting of full leather $3.
ing $271,000; 27,000 tons of old and impulse and passion. Industrious hab Democrats and Insurgents. How fortTHE 8TAR.
Cover Pock't pockets, single, $1.25
waste paper costing $332,000; and its are likewise
essential, for success unate for the nation that a stalwait two or more books, $1 each.
New
21,000 tons of other paper stock, cost ful newspaper work involves
hard, Republican occupies the White Hou-5eSupreme Court Reports, Nos,
ing $022,000. The value of paper man- persistent, patient labor and often
Com3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 eacll.
ufactured by these mills was-- return
and
The seven Insurgent senators in the
long hours and great nervous
pilation Corporation Las, 75 c. Com
ed as $2,501,000.
It is obvious, too, United States Senate have assumed
physical Btrain.
Money'i
pilation Mining Lawa, 0 c
The total value of products reported that
journalism demands a keen intel- - the roll of chanticler. They imagina Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
for 1909 was $207,809,000, compared
ect, a good memory, a talent for de that they cause the sun to rise and sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
with $127,327,000 in 1S99, an increase tail and accuracy and yet a breadth to set and that because the
country
of 110 per cent during the decade. of view
s
that enables a man to see would go to the
withojt
If you want anything on eiirth- - try
The quantity of paper manufactured
large things in a large way in a them, that therefore, the Republican a New Mexican Want Ad.
increased during the same period from word, brains, the best type of mental majority must
submit to the'r will.
509,000 tons to 1,170,000 tons, or 107
machinery that a man of character They outclass in arrogance '.he procent.
The
per
proportion put up in can develop."
verbial three tailors of Tooley street.
rolls in 1899 was 80 per cent of the
total, compared with 93 per cent in
s
CRIME.
at
Only two per cent of the
The quantity put up in sheets
1909.
M.
of Chicago University plan to marry ac
Brown
Governor Joseph
many people are now using
has materially decreased.
Georgia has sounded a note which cording to a recent canvass. That is
Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
He I have Just signed our leading
During the decade the quantity of wiil seem to a large part of the public, the reason that the divorce courts are
book paper proper increased from even in New Mexico, to be both time
new toilet germicide powder to be lady for another season.
The
for
busy
kept
Planning
dissolved in water as needed.
She Why, I didn't know you were
282,000 to 575,000 tons, or 104 per cent ly and strong.
Appealed to In the marriage has gone out of fashion al For all toilet and hygienic uses it is
a theatrical manager.
while the value increased from
matter of a citizen of Georgia who has though marriage is just as inevitable
better and more economical,
He I'm not; I refer to our cook.
to $42,803,000, or 120 per cent, been sentenced to tbe
penitentiary for the average woman as It was 100 To cleanse and whiten the
The quantity of writing paper showed and asked to sign a pardon on wholly
and
teeth, remove tartar
years ago.
an increase of 88 per cent with a gain sentimental grounds, Governor Brown
prevent decay.
The Usual Result
To
disinfect the mouth, dein value of 104 per cent; while "All has declared that there is no room for
had a little man.
Let Washington amend the New
Mary
and
disease
germs,
stroy
Boon after they were wedded.
other fine paper" increased 26 per the exercise of sentiment when a Mexico constitution as it pleases, aftthe breath.
Be'd grown ao bald you could not tell
cent in quantity and 12 per cent in man has been duly tried and sentenc- er New Mexico Is a state, the people Topurify artificial
and
teeth
jtmimrliWhich
keep
way her man yruX Headed.
value.
hridirework clean, odorless
ed to be punished.
of this commonwealth
can and will
and
.The total quantity of wrapping paIn effect, he holds, that as punish- restore the portions of the ' constltu- To remove nicotine from the teeth
nnrifv thn hrp.at.h after smoking.
Musical.
per manufactured was 535,000 tons in ment is not prompted by a spirit of j tion that Democratic demagogues eli To eradicate perspiration and body
A recent wedding announcement In
'
1899 and 764,000 tons In 1909, a gain hatred or revenge, bo there can be no minate.
odors by sponge bathing.
w
a Milwaukee paper reads: 'Jane
of 43 per cent, while the value In- question of mercy in dealing with
The best antiseptic wash known,.,!?'
Lowell-Loui- s
Leo."
and
Relieves
to
Who will give $lu0 to place on the
creased from $24,540,000
$42,296,000 those who have demonstrated their
strengthens tired, weak,
about It?"
what
"Well,
Heals
sorethroat.wounde
or 72 per cent.
unfitness to mingle with their fellows shelves of the childrens'
reading inflamedeyes.
I was thinking what
only
25 and 50 cts. a box, drng-g-is"Nothing,
cuts.
and
The total quantity of boards manu- innocently and on harmonious terms. room at the Public Library the right or
mail postpaid. Sample Free. a good yodel It would make.
by
Sentences mean opportunities for kind of
factured tn 1909 amounted to 832,000
Juvenile literature? THE PAXTON TOILET CO..P wttn.Mam
...,.n.
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WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

Boston

Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmitiag agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per anntiin, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes ail orders of its patrons In the banking line, sad aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of tbe public Is
respectfully solicited.

BUT

INTENTIONS,

-

$150,000
80.000
Undivided
Profit
Surplus and

General Land
Specialists in all matters before the United States and
Land

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

NEW MEXICO.

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

riff-raf-

j

ATTRACTIVE DINING
Service.

ROOM-Go- od

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

rs.

1

.,

y

Ari-on-

0

Proprietor, Mrs. L.

Santa Fe, N. M

C. KENNEDY.

"MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINE SAMPLE

ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

0

Riz-er'b-

i

paper-makin-

g

;

l,

C0R0NAD0 HOTEL
ONE OF THE SEST

SI0RT

ORDER

RESTAURANT

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE

IN THE CITY

GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOI.D BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS

Every Room
a Good One.

RATES 50c t '
per day

LUPE HERRERA, Prop.

G

$1,00

Telephone Red 35 cod have

SOFT DRIN

your orders delivered.

Tk Mowing are suggested to tbe thirsty

mi isrt&I

as something cog!

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, ISON B2EW
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

FIZZ,

COCO

:: x

COLA,

a

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
All drinks

Badefroia
,

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS

filtered water

r-

-

-r-

:

B2Y

KECK,

prcprserar.

;

.

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

Corner Water & Galistca Sts.

Phone Black

:-

109.

bow-wow-

Instead of Liquid

WOULD-REDUC-

Co-ed-

AntisepticsorPeroxide

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World

now-a-day-

.-

I

A

'

M An rtv and Inconvenience by Purchasing: Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
QdVA

Throughout

U.

S,t C&flEdS;

MCXlCO

countries
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CARLSBAD WILL GO DRY
ON FIFTEENTH OF JUNE.

j

SPECIAL ATTENTION
Samuel G. Cartwricht was at Kstani
on Wednesday.
J. C. Keith, an Old Timer, Passes
J. F. Kirkendall, a wt-i- known Phil- Remarkably low figures given on
Away at Eddy County Hospital
adelphia clothing salesman, is at tne
Willow fancy feathers, and a line
Other Items.
Palace hotel.
of flowers of
grade for 10
Mrs. T. Z. Winter will return tomor- Carlsbad, X. M.. April 27. J. C. days. Call and be conv inced.
row evening from a sojourn in south-Keith died yesterday at the Eddy councrn California.
ty hospital after a short illness at the
The Rev. Jules Deraches.
haplain age of sixty-fiv- e
to
.of St. Vincent's Sanitarium, has re-- i Texas when a years.manHe came
and in time
young
turned from Denver
one ot
leading stock men
The Rev C v.. t
n t,
New Line
intendent of the Children's Home at'"' ,he, Pf,C
the hardships of frontier 'nioij; standard copper weak: spot
Albuquerque, is in the citv
l.Oi'd
Mav
Silver
"fe11.70;
11.75;
hc
of
ACORN BRAND
""posed
J. E. Rogers, brother of Will Rogers
mov,1"K '"'"I
51.
of kidnaping fame. ,8 here from Las1S hepl
Linen Crash Suits
n ot
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
He
a"'1
'
$8.00 &
Vegas. He is a, the Palace hotel.
Chicago, III., April 27. Wheat May
1,lie(i and h,'u! m:,n'
Ot
,
Manuel S
T ubpronf
.Hunsons
Sun
and
S7.
July Sfi
1,8 "ta " ,,s a loss to the liu
mita this forenoon after spending sev
Corn May 51 :Mfi7-- : July 52ft
Cilr!sb:l(1 Proje,,
he helped to
Ginpham Dresses
eral days in Santa Fe on business.
21
Oats May .'U
at one time president
July
being
organize,
The Rev. Jos. ph Pugens, chancel-o- f
House Dresses
i
Pork May blank; July 1 1.97
)h(, ,)(,cos
Users' Associa-iui ui iue areiiuiocese, nas returnei
15. en.
le
of
which
was
memcharter
Hon,
75c
Dressing Sacques
$2.00
from Penasco w here he attended the
May S.05; July S.151; S.17
bpr
Silk Kimonas
Short
uiuerai oi rain r .Meuina.
Ribs
S.17
$3.50
ti
May
rhl Peoples
S.20;
July
Company.
R. R. Larkm. tormer county school
organized last ..;u-- , has secured con- - S.12 12.
Long Silk Kimonas
$5.00
superintendem of San M true! countv ,trol ot the pro ., ny on the corner of
WOOL MARKET.
and now repn sentmg a imidishina Canon and Fox
Kimonas
Long
Crepe
St.
27.
Wool
$1.65
Louis,
now
April
unchangstreets,
occupied
house is here trom I as Vegas.
y s;lloons
w)
(ms,p cwg (,rv ed; territory and western mediums;
Kaki Walking Skirts
$2.00
B Spitz, the well known merchant
"'' 17; fine mediums 13ft 15; line 11
on June 13,h lLU liro)rrtv wi ,,p
of Albuquerque is calling on friends
Tan
Linen
Skirts
iii
12.
Walking
$3.00
Im)delled an(1 ot, 11)(iod bv'tilo grocm.
in the city, lie is president of the
LIVESTOCK.
department of t he company
While Rep Skirls
$2.50
or
uuaru
territorial
eciuauzation.
Chicago, April 27. Cattle Receipts
F. f'r. Tracy, p sident. of the Pecos
V.,. -t,,,
y. lj. niiiiat,
mm.
Market steady. Beeves $5';
uaiuvei, uir,iiuer oi Irrigation Co.,
s gon
east on a 4,
short business t, ip. His big hundred 0.45; Texas steers $ l.GDfi 5.5P westprominent Republican of Silver City. acre peach ore!. I'd is loaded with ern steers $I.S(Kt5.75; stockers and
Grant county, is at the Palace hotel. fruit and
cows $2.4(1'?; 5.05;
Mr. Tr. cy did not risk leav- feeders
Mrs. Paddock and Mrs. Cahall have
until all dan er of frost was past. calves $1.25Cfi.
ing
returned from Racine, Wisconsin, af- :iMr.
Market
Hogs
!i
Receipts 2",00IK
Tracy has his orchard fully equip- ter an absence of several months and
for
though this year strong. Light $5.95 'n 0.25; mixed $5.yu
have taken possession of the Wheel- - itpedwas siiiudgi!
:
0.2(1; heavy $5.75t C.13; rough $5.75
in essary.
ou coiiage on east fatace avenue
.hardly
u ,
i
'j.Sti; good to choice heavy $3.S0f
Hon. . Jose Amado Lucero, who
in the ( arlsbad project and 0.15; pigs J5.S3ffjO.20; bulk $GiC15.
, ,
the lower
WE
farm on the east
Market
THE PACE
Sheep
Receipts 11,000.
im arriveeo"stltlltio"1
this evening from B,de of ,heHager,,an
weak. Native $:;?i 4.0O; western $3.23
peK,6
rjvpr
j
with
his wife
.
Espanola
They
that, the colony will locate here n
'; yearlings $1.251 5.15; lambs,
attend the funeral of the late Mrs."led
,,,,,,,.
tho
KjBKSHlKaa
native $1.25 0.10; western $4.75j 0.15.
lApez who is Mrs. Lucero's mother
Kansas City, April 27. Cattle Re-- '
The town goes dry on the lnth day
Architect and Mrs. I. H. Rapp re- of June without
lie usual bitter fight. ceipts 2,000, including 200 southerns.'
turned from Roswell, Chaves county, The
authorises made an agree- Market steady to strong. Native
city
where they spent a week. They came ment with the sa'oon
men, by which steers $5?(G.15; southern steers $1.25
via the Automobile route and declarthey will close 'heir doors the middle i5.75; southern cows and heifers
ed the ride one worth while taking. of June. A
stringent liquor ordinance $:'..25t4.75; native cows and heifers
Just before leaving, Roswell enjoyed has already
been adopted.
This $37 5.80; stockers and feeders $4.75
1.65 inches of rain, the heaviest rain leaves
only a few wet spots in eastern i5.73; bulls $113.10; calves
0.50;
fall it has had in five years.
Xew Mexico and the
will find western steers $4.50t5.&5;
western
Fulton Cutting, son of R. Fulton it far between ii rinksthirsty
on the Pecos cows $3.25ffi 5.
Cutting, the well known New
Hogs
slope. Originally Carlsbad was a dry!
Market
Receipts 10,000.
and philanthronist.
and town and remain d so far many years. strong. Bulk $GiC.13;
heavy $0m
brother of W. Bayard Cutting, who re About ten years ago saloons were
0.15;
packers and butchers $G.032
per
centiy visited banta le, will arrive mitted to be opein d in the town prop 6.17
light $6.10 G.20.
nere haturday to visit his cousin, er and for a few venrs ran wide nnen
FOOD
Sheep
Market
Receipts 9,000.
Bionson M. Cutting, at his home on night and day. The sentiment has steady to weak.
'A
Muttons $3.40 4.25;
Buena Vista Loma.
gradually changed until the great ma- lambs $4.75i5.75; fed wethers
A Crisp Wholesome Food
and
Captain Murray of the artillery bat- jority is in favor of closing the
yearlings $3.80 5; fed western ewes
'A
tery at Roswell and instructor at the
53.4014.
New Mexico Military Institute arrived in the city today. He has been MRS. MARIA LOPEZ
Kookt-Otis a crisp, flaky food to He poured out of the box into the
MIGHT BE DEAD TODAY.
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much
Garden City, Kas. In a letter from
assigned to duty as instructor of the
better
DIES, AGED 80.
Xew Mexico National Guard in the
Mrs. James Hatnner, of this city, she
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
Kookt-OtPecos valley and is conferring with Mother of County Treasurer Celso Lo- - ' says, I firmly believe that I would
is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
not be alive today, if it were not for
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes here.
delightful.
pez and Leaves Large and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Stauffer
All of us know that oats is the world's
Cardui. I had been a sufferer from
Well Known Family.
standard for real nourisand children, Grace and Richard, arhmentand Kookt-Otwomanly troubles all my life, until I
represents the best form of oats that has ever
rived on the Flyer this noon fom
been produced.
Mrs. Maria del Pilar Montoya de Lo- - j found that great remedy. I feel that
South Bethlehem. Pa., and
:
Uie
wmuw ui jvttiaei i.upez, uieu oi I can't praise it too highly." Are you
Try a Package
present are gutst? of Mr. aim Mrs. old age last night at. her home on San a woman, suffering from some of the
Walter, 4115 Kast Pa' ace avenue. They Francisco and Sandoval streets. She troubles, to which a woman is pecuwill make their home in Santa Fe was 80 years of age and had lived liarly liable? If so, why not try Carwhere they lived several years ago. over half a century in Santa Fe. Mrs. dui, the woman's tonic? You can rely
John K. Stauffer went to Lamy this Lopez was born in Pena Blanca, San- - on Cardui. it is purely vegetabi?,
morning to meet them.
doval county, and was the daughter perfectly harmless, md acts gentl;
but surely, without bad
A. Staab and his son Julius Siaab or Kamos
Montoya, of a wealthy and
Twill help you. Ask your druggist.
left yesterday afternoon for New York prominent family.
At the age of 15 years she married
city, where they will spend a few
days at the Hotel Netherland, sailing Rafael Lopez and moved shortly aftfor Europe on the Cunard Liner
a erward to Santa Fe.
on May 10. They will then go
Surviving her are four sons, Igna-ci; "QUALITY & PURITY" J
to Karlsbad, Austria, for five weeks
Lopez, postmaster at Las Vegas;
and later join the Boston Chamber of Patrocino Lopez , County Treasurer
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
Commerce party, Mr. Staab represent Celso Lopez and Fred
Lopez, all of
Chamber
the
of
Commerce of San- this city; five daughters: Mrs. Lucas
ing
ta Fe.
Lucero, of Los Luceros. Rio Arriba
AND
ccunty; Mrs. Jose Amado Lucero, of
TWO MEN FACE
Esj)anola; Mrs. Gabino Ortiz of Santa
SERIOUS CHARGE. Fe.; Mrs. Refuglos E3quibel of Las
I In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for
youi
Vegas, and Mrs. Paubla Lopez of San- Waists and Gowns, we have
ta Fe. Surviving her .are also many
(Continued From Page One.)
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
chilgrand children and great-grancensus statistics for Santa Fe county dren.
EVERYTHING
by minor civil divisions:
The funeral will take place SaturYou Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.
Santa Fe county
14,770 day morning from the Cathedral, the)
Santa Fe precincts
0,589 hour to be announced tomorrow.
In- Santa Fe City
5,073 terment will be in Rosario cemetery
No. 1 Pojoaque
r
487 and
Undertaking Com-Pojoaque Pueblo
12 pany will be in charge of the
No. 2, Tesuque . .
305
10S
Tesuque. Pueblo
No. 3, Santa Fe
1,943
No. 4, Santa Fe
2,204
No. 17, Santa Fe .
1,199
No. 18. Santa Fe ...
1,181
MuNEY AND ME
Come down and look at him in our window.
Ward 1, Santa Fe
j
He is known and sold the
1,390
New York, April 27,..;
,J money;
Ward 2. Santa Fe
1.598
world
over
:
A
for
Irime
new line medium jprice
mercan-i
$2.50.
cent;
per.
jft
Ward 3, Santa Fe
1,152 tile paper 3
4 per cent; Mexican!
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
Ward 4, Santa Fe.
932 dollars 45; Amalgamated
02; Sugar'
No. 5, Agiia Fria . .
459 1171-2- ;
jf
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc
Great!
Atchison . 1091-4- ;
No. 6, Cienega
253 Northern pfd. 1251-2- ;
New York Cen-- '
No. 7, Cerrillos
Reliable Jeweler
674 tral 1061-4- ;
i
Northern Pacific 1221-2;- !
DRUGGISTS
No. 8, Galis'teo
41 Reading
131
Southern Pacific:
j.
No. 9, Ildefonso
715 113
Union Pacific 175; Steel 73
Phone Red 161
West Side Plaza 4
San Ildefonso pueblo
303 pfd. 119
,
No. 11, Golden
4
.ew York, April 27. Lead dull 440
128
No. 12, Cahoncito . .
433
No. 13, Glorieta
349
:
No. 14, Chimayo
WKHm&ajssmo
501
t
)! No. 15, Upper Santa Cruz
259
WE ARE NOW READY TO
No. 16, Lower Santa Cruz
496
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
c
No. 19, Madrid
427!
No. 20, San" Pedro
Coffee
353
SIGN WRITING
No. 21. Otto
474
No. 22, Nambe
474
First Class Work Guaranteed
Nambe. Pueblo
INTRODUCTORY PRICES-AS- K
FOR THEM
108
No. 23, Rio Medio
201
'
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
No. 10, Stanley ,
475
Mounted Policemen ADDointeri.
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
Governor Mills today aDnointed the
309 San Francisco
following special mounted policemen,'
Street
who are not paid by the Territory:
B
William M. Martin of Deming, Luna tiL
-

i

Summer Dresses

cia

:

Does a General Banking

county, and Hmry
Grant county.

MFWTinMB
uiuuuni. irii.ii an

PPRQdMIl

M.

Business

l

hih

j

FOR

1

Your Patronage Solicited
B. lADGHLIN,

President

c

W. E. GRIFFIN,

u.

w..

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

"

,"

J"

1

fUon

...!"

S.lr

INSURANCE

House and Street

MISS A. MUGLER

$12.00

'

:

Ur?, f

ri

a

Boiler)

(FireLife-Accident-Stea- m

i

Real Estate

I
I

(City

Property-Ranch-

'

i

to $2.50

etc. Renting)

es

$5.00 up
$1.50 up
to

Surety Bonds

1

7

T

'

t..,

o

O. C.

i

Offices

119

WATSON & CO.

San Francisco St.

;

and Snappy

New-Nobby-Styli-

Santa Fe, New Mexico

n
ivasii,j

IZZ

Prices

Surprise Everybody

(W

SET

1

'

Tfli

$lj

York-financi-

fib l?4ai

A NEW BREAKFAST

i

READY-TO-EA-

e

e

e

home is not completely furnished unless the hall has an
inviting appearance. -Make your husband give you a hall
tree and get it from
A

AKERS--WAGNE-

ii

Arkansas Strawberries

'

FURNITURE CO

R

(

j

EXPERT

EMBALMERS

&

H. S. KAUNE

j

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

after-effect-

&

CO.

Lusi-fani-

o

If

you have property for sale

LIST WITH US

PONGEES

We can secure a purchaser

:

j

Santa
Phone

Fe

Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
Room No8, Capital City Bank Building

Black No. 52,"

SantaFe,"New

Mexico.

"ALWAYS"

d

RELIABLE"

j

j

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

BETTER

j

Akers-Wagne-

FOR

LESS!

MARKET KEPOST

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

2

2

:

."

BUH BROS.

I
I
CO.: I
I

8

WITH THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING ZEPHYRS, LOW CUT SHOES
ARE

JN

GREAT DEMAND

It has been said that "it is a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is accom- olished at ntir strife. Call and sec the enrinr Wt

"

--

r

i.

r

--

.

.

"?

...

JUMN PFLUEQER.

;

iCORRICK'S

LINE

THEODORE CORRICK,

I

H Q YONTZ,

Frame Your Pictures

Try

Postuin

Buggies and
Saddle Horses
HACK

f

1

Hurt by

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

FOULARDS

Prop.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

"There's a Reason"

I

i
K

k

I
32

CONTINUOUS
SOLE AGENTS

1

FOR

SERVICE

DAY

AND

'
WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

Water Heaters and Percolaters

Santa Fe Water and Light Companyfg!

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric Tea Pots

il
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Read Down)
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o
7
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43
00
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7
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.

Ill
t
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.J
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00

a

so
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Lv.

iAr..

Slr"Uou

9 32
8 55

K i.c

9 05

.

Colfax
... . Cerrososo

a m

Ar

Harlp.n
.L"te Park, N. M...I.V

6
6
6
6

35
27
17
00

p

111

r,

J. VAN HOUTEN,

M.

Superintendent.

HIES

1

WILLIAMS,
Agent,

To-da- y

I.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

Us

TVira f isbe! Mex-

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Torrance, Thence

MEXICO CENTRAL 1o

jpj

THE

n

Z

ROUTE

-

EAST

WEST

EUGENE FOX,

f

Q

& p- -

Mm
LY&IA

Agent,

El Paso Texas.

GROWER WINS
W. K. KELLOGG TROPHY.

CORN

R.

A. James of Charleston, III., Gets
$1,000 Cup Grows Best Ear in
the 3,125,715,600 Bushels.

When Going

-

James

Charleston, 111., has
the proud distinction of having grown
the best ear of corn in all the 3,125,-- :
71;:, 1100 bushels of last year's bumper
R. A.

WEST

of

At the National

crop.

Corn

Show

just held at Columbus, Ohio, this gentleman was awarded the W. K. Kellogg National Corn Trophy, donated
i

1DD9

USE THE

by W. K. Kellogg,

president

AND

in

j

f

--

Grows Hair

'A

and we can

PROVE IT!
The Great DANDERINE Never
Fails to Produce the
Desired Results.

tig

h

TT enlivens and invigorates the hair
1 glands and tissues of the scalp,

resulting in a continuous and
increasing growth of the hair.

IB

the t'nited Slates

12,S9(i

Total production of lead from
domestic ores
354,188
(i of
of an inch in depth, and
an inch in width. It is indeed a very Production of secondary lead
in the United States
41,149
correct type of yellow dent corn.
of lead in the
Consumption
Mr, James, the winner, is a vigorous
United States (disregarding
farmer about 41) years of age and of
stocks)
368,833
man
a
has
who
pleasing personality,
World production (approximgiven caretul study to corn culture.
ate)
1,172,315
and who has acnieved his success as
World consumption( approxia grand champion
winner only by
mate)
1,16S,792
years of hard work and painstaking t'nited
States (domestic) per
seed selection and r:i refill breeding
30.2
centage of world production
from season to season.
Illinois growers are especially elat- United States percentage of
world consumption
31.5
ed over the result for the reason
World
rank of United States
that this is the first time in four years
in production of lead
First
that the honors have been wrested
World rank of United States
in consumption
of lead...
First
A copy of the report may be had
without, cost by applying to the Director, Geological Survey,
Washington,
1

i

EAST

l

II

For rates and full information address

THURSDAY. APRIL 27, 1911.

Lead Production.
The result of the 1909 canvass of
the metal and mining industries of
the United Slates, undertaken by the
l.'nited States Geological Survey and
the Bureau of the Census in
are now appearing in separate
chapters relating to the different metals.
Despite a great gain in soft lead
production, due primarily to activity
in the Southwest Missouri "disseminated lead" district, the production
from domestic ores failed to reach the
mark set in 1907 but this loss was
more than made up by the increase
in the production from foreign ores,
so that the total production was the
greatest ever recorded. Missouri and
Vtah both gave good gains over their
19UX
output, and each had the greatest production in its history.
Missouri produced more than 40 per cent
of the total domestic output of the
Tinted States.
Features of the report are tables
of general imports, imports for consumption, foreign exports, exports in
manufactures, etc.
The following tabular statement
summarizes the domestic and world's
lead production:
Summary of lead statistics, 19t)9.
in short tons.
Production of refined lead in
the I'nited States
448,112
Production
of desilverized
lead in the t'nited States.. 29(1,891
Production of soft lead in the
United States (including desilverized
soft)
101,222
Production of antimonial lead

I'ink-ham- 's

G. P.

V. P. & G. M.,

a

V

M--

DEDMAN,

r ja

The following letter from Mrs. Orville TJock will prove how unwise
it is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical operation when ic
may be avoided by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's egetable Compound.
She was four weeks in tJie hospital and came home Mit'f("rinr
worse than before. Then after all that suffering Lydia K
Vegetable Compound restored her health.
lllIHE IS 1IEII OWN STATES! EXT.
Paw Paw. Slioh. "Two years ago I suffered
Jvorv severely with a displacement I cu!l not
be on my feet tor a long- time. My physician
treat eel nie for several months without much rc-- :
lief, and at last sent me to Ann Arbor for an op-- !
eratiom i w as there l our weeks and came homeworse than before. My mother adsuffering
vised me to try Iydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
I am well and
Compound, and I did.
stronsr and do ail my own housework. 1 owe my
s
Jliealtn to Lya:a l j. i'lnkham
egetaiwe coni- '
advise every woman who is aftlieted
pound and female
with any
complaint to try it." Mrs.
'o. 5, Paw Paw, Mieit.
Orville itock, K.
" There never was a worse case."
Rockport, Ind, " There never was a worse case of woman's
ills than mine, and I cannot bejrin to tell you what I suffered.
For over two years I was not able to do anything. I was in bed
for a month and the doctor said nothing but an operation would
cure me. My father suggested Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound; so to please him I took it, and I improved wonderfully, so 1 am able to travel, ride horseback, take long rides and
never feel any ill effects from it. I can only ask other suffering
women to give Lydia E. Pinkhi;,m's Vegetable Compound a trial
airs. Margaret Meredith,
before submitting to an operation."
It. I- D. So. 3, Koekport, lnd.
We will pay a handsome reward to any person who will prove to
us that these letters are not genuine and truthful or that either of
these women were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that the
letters are published without their permission, or that the original
letter from each did not come to its entirely unsolicited.
For SO years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. Xo sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
if
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and If
lias thousands of cures to its credit.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
Rwsfte
W
to write her for advice. She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
e PINKHAM
Address Sirs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.

Connects tu Oolfax with K. I'. 4 H. V. My, tmtn both Nortbvacd'Soutb.I
SStage for Van Houten N, M. moot trains at Preston S.iM.I
M ., at 9:00 ,i. m, dally except
N
8tae leav-- s Ut 1'iirit. N. M.. (or Kli.'.
untlays, Fare z 00 one way 1.50 roun.t trip; lifty pouud btigRae carried free.
. for the south at 11:11 p.. m. arrives from the
Dim foiii.. N.
0. S.tra!:ile:tve
j th at 4:38 a. m,
C, &.

f

jm

gPlease Read These Two Letters.
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Milts
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1
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M.

enamel and is a truly artistic creaIt. stands SO inches high.
Mr.
tion.
Kellogg's interest in corn growing can
be understood when ir is stated that
the Kellogg Toasted Corn Fiake company, of which he is president, has an
output,
requiring lo.niui bushels of
corn a day, raw product, for its manuA eculiar feature is that
facture.
while the Kellogg product is made exclusively from selected corn, the Kel
logg trophy has been won each time
by yellow corn exhibit.
The trophy
ii ouereu ior annual competition until won twice by the same grower.
The National Corn Show, at which
the award was made, was an event.
of' tremendous magnitude.
At one
of the sessions President Taft was
present and delivered an address.

Company.

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
(

MsJlCAN, SANTA PE, N.

it,

St, Louis Rocky
Pacific

N"2W

f

n

'

i

1

I

i'i.

i

.

Danderine

stimulates the scalp,
makes it healthy and keeps it so.
It is the greatest scalp invigorator
known. It is a wholesome medicine
(or both the hair and scalp. Even

a small bottle of it will put
more genuine life in your
hair than a gallon of any
other hair tonic ever made.
It shows results from the
very start.

,

t

Now on sate at every drug and
toilet store in the land ; 3 sizes
25c, 50c and $1,00
show how qafckly
F...
riCO Danderine acts.we
To

V

mi
That certainly is going some.
But if Coloradans like their "scuttle
of suds" just listen to the gurgle of
whiskey. A trifle over 119,000 gallons
ot the firewater was used as "morning chasers" and in between times
And incidentally this is an increase

Springs

and Pueblo

over 1909 of over 12,000 gallons.
But if the joy of the liquid refreshment is so intense,
how about the
cost? The tax received by the revenue
agents last year for the sake of a bit
of spirituous pleasure totaled
just
$948,000, and the department assured
the reporter that the income for 1911
would go well over the $1,000,000
Can you beat it?
mark.
This has
nothing to do with the actual price
paid for the alcoholic beverage which
runs close to
0,000,000, and would
twice over build a Moffat tunnnel.
Having finished with liquids it is but
a Hiiori turn to touaccos; and over
$1,000,000 yearly goes up in smoke.
During 1910 just 19,873,000 cigars were
burned; 345.000 cigarettes, tailor made
kind, puffed up and many hundreds
of pounds of plug
cut chewed. The
government's share of this was about
1

$65,000.

EDITORIAL

FLUSHES

Come to
Santa Fe
One and one third fare for

the round trip.
From all points between
ALBUQUERQUE

and
LAS

riff-raf-

UNION

,DEP0T
'

PROFESSIONAL

CABDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

....

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-

Sinta

Fe,

New Mexic

WILLIAM McKEAN
Mining and Land
Taos,

Law,
New Mexico,

,

-

i )Xr

--

T

'

I

before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Offce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
PROEERT 4 COMPANY
Investments
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
Taos,
New Mexico.

Montezuma.
K. SI. Chapman, city; A. L. White,
Kansas City; O. A. Arpin, Trinidad;
W. A. Hullikoeller.
Albuquerque; A.
.I Coomer, G. W.
Knight, city; T. O.
II. Bogalsky, San Francisco;
P. R.
Wadsyvorth, Washington, Ind.; Thomas 13. Young, Chicago: Steve Mitchell,
St. Louis: William Siebenfifer, Denver; .1. S. Malone. St. .oiiis: O. 1L
Blasin-gtonPueblo; P. H. Baer, E. G
Abraham, Denver; D. L. Williams,
Davison; Charles K. Vinson, Chicago:
Benjamin Browne, J. Herbert, Philadelphia.
Coronado.
Bob Jack, John Jack, Edward Kook- en, ban Juan: George R. Eitel New
York; I. Hoffman. Monte Vista. Colo.

tEferyVoBiao
Ask

yonr drnswintforit,
r.

,

accept ijq
but acnfl MtKinn ffr
lllulrat"(l book 6"alel. It (rlrea
ln- Other,

mil part.cni.irB and nirecnons
Valnalilf tr. niaa VlI'l'Vl i'.K
44 CaatStid Street. SfcW XUVZ.

A Week of Amusement by

the Leonard Amusement

Carnival Co.
Tickets on sale April 23rd
to 29th.
Good to Return until May
2nd, 1911.

it

7

S. LUTZ,

Agent.

2J..f.';;,SF

Santa Fe

--

Form 4

It. A. James, Winner of W. K. Kr'
Trophy, with the Trophy
and the 1910 Champion Ear

DR. C. M, RILEY,
Veterinary
Physician and Surgeon.
Territorial District Attorn y
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
of Chicago.
New Mexico. College
Las Vegas,
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty-OfficeChas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. Closson's Barn.
EASLEY &. EASLEY.
Day Phone Black 9.
Law.
Attorneys at
N'ifht Phone, Main 134.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
TIMETABLE ALL
Samu Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan-cia- .
C. W. G. WARD

of the Kellogg Toasted Corn Flake Co.
o Battle Creek, Michigan.
Thousands of ears of corn from all
parts of the country and of all varices were entered in the competition.
The selection of the grand champion
Sweepstakes and the award of the
Kellogg trophy were made on general
point? of superiority.
The ear of corn grown by Mr. James
is of Reid's Yellow Dent variety. It
LOCAL
TRAINS
N. M.
inches in cirThe following are the time tables is 10 inches long, 7
anu
cumference
has
20 rows of ker
of
the local railroads:
E. C. ABBOTT
nels, 0 to the inch in the row, average
Leave
Attorney-at-Laa.
8.10
connect
No
Suwith
3
in.
westPractice in the District and
Prompt and careful bound, No. 10 eastbound.
preme Courts.
Returning arrive it Santa Fe 12:10
attention given to all business.
New Mexico p. m.
Santa Fe,
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
HARRY D. MOULTON
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 IN
2

from the state of Indiana. Last year's
champion ear, the first winner of the
Kellogg trophy, was grown by Fred O.
It' was also
Palin, of Newton, Ind.
ol Reid's Yellow Dent variety, crossed
with Alexander Gold Standard. Last

year's winner is the most perfectly
formed ear of the two, though it requires a careful judge to distinguish
the points of superiority.
The trophy awarded to Mr. James

Children
THE

The Sound Sleep of Good Health.
Can not be over estimated and any
ailment that prevents it is a menace
to health.
J. L. Southers,
Eau
Claire, Wis., says: "I have been unable to sleep zoundly nights, because
o" pains across my back and soreness of my
My appetite
was very poor and nay general condition was much run down. 1 have
been taking Foley Kidney Pills but
a short time and now sleep as sound
as a rock, my general condition . is
greatly improved, and I know tnat
Foley Kidney Pills have cured me."
For sale by ail druggists.

was made by Tiffany, NeN'w York, for
Mr. Kelogg at a cost of $l,00u.
It
is made of sterling silver, bronze and COLORADO SPENDS $10,000,000
A YEAR FOR BOOZE.

The
tye of. happiness 13
reached by having children in tho
homo; bul tla coming of the little
ones is often attended with apprehension and dread. Mother's Friend
if used by the expectant mother in
p. m.
preparation of the ordeal, carries
her through the crisis with safety.
Attorney-at,La7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 tastbound. This great remedy assists nature in all necessary physical changes df the systhe period of waiting, and preserves the
Returning arriv at Sanui Fe 11:10 tem, affords bodily comfort during
comes. The penetrating and soothing qualities of
of
form
after
symmetry
baby
m.
P.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of the breasts, and in every
D. & R. G. Ry.
way contributes to strong, healthy
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Friend is
motherhood. Mother's
Arrive
m.
35
from
3:
north.
p.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Write
stores.
for our
at
sold
drug
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No. free hook containing valuable inforG. W. PRICHARD
mation for expectant mothers.
34 east and 33 outh and west.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Arrive 8 p. th., with connections
SBADFIE1D BEGULATOB CO.,
Practice In all the District Court
nd gives special attention to cases from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
Atlanta, Qa.

tigst

nOME

Mother's

Friend

LA

Philadelphia;
kin, Las Vegas: F. P. Canfield. Den

ver; C. A. Moine, Chicago;
J. M.
Shiner,, Los Angeles; B. Spitz, T. L.
Hardy, Albuquerque.

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

BUILDING OR

VEGAS,

t

I

MEXICAN

Knowlton Danderine Co.. Chicago,

ped by a bullet from one of their kind.
Not all the killings have been by this
class, it. is true, but a careful perusal
of the list will show a large per cent.
Another thing is worth noting; most
of our large cities will show more
killings in one month than occur in
this territory in a year. The reason,
therefore, is quite plain; our guns
are too good and we have those
amongst us who are a trifle too handy
in using them.
Like gambling and
a few other heyday sports, the pastime of shooting a fellowman must
go. Albuquerque Herald.

out-fro-

Denver, Colorado

Out

with thelrname and address
and 10c in silver or Btamps
to pay postage.

Hotel Arrivals.

SHORTEST LINE TO

This

will send a large sample free
by returnmalltoanyone who
fiends this freeconpontothe

Cut

Punish the Gun Toter.
The gun toting law needs a little
stricter enforcement and that enforcement is needed among the recent additions to New Mexico.
It is to be
D. C.
feared that among some of our late
arrivals are a class of people that
have found some other communities
a trine too hot for them.
Most- - of
the new settlers are a fine class of
Palace.
people, but' like all new communities,
YV. I).
.Murray, Silver City: C. A. tliey have yet to weeu
among
Cam, ili. Antonito; J. E. Rogers, El them the
f
and gun men who
1.
Harold
F.
McGibbon,
jl'aso;
city;
drift, urift, drift, until they are stop- R. R. Lar- Kirkendall,

PIQ

Letters of praise are continually
conilui? in from nearly all parts uf
the country station that jander!ue
has renewed tbe growth of iiair In
cuBee that were considered absolutely hopeless.
A Jatly from Brooklyn wrtten:
"After a short trial my hair stopped
faMintf, ami 1 now have a lovely head
of hatr. very heavy and over one and
n nuiirter yards lunf:."

Denver, Colo., April 27 The consumption of beer and other alcoholic
drinks is on the increase in Colorado.
During 1910 just 450,817 barrels of
beer, or
gallons were swallowed by the state's citizens. On the
basis of a population of about 800,000
souls, every man, woman and child
in the state consumed seventeen gallons.
These figures are furnished by the
United States Internal Revenue Department, the annual report for Colorado being received t"iday.
That
"we love our beer" is shown by a comparison between 1909 and 1910, the
report for the former year showing
411,398 barrels, an increase over last
year of nearly 39,000 barrels. Whew!

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS:
5AN DIEGO,
LOS ANGELES,
May, 12, 13,

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,
14,

May, 12, 13, 14,

$50.90

$49.15
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
y

One way via Portland or Seattle, May, 12, 13, U, 29, 30,

& 31

$68.35
Return Limit, July 31st,

1911

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"

For Particulars Call on, or Address,
H.

Santa Fe,

S.

LUTZ,

Agent.

N. M.

R05WELL AUTO CO., R0SWELL, N. M.

13,97-1,32-

100 lbs.
to
Carrying tbe U. S. mail and pasBaggage allowance
sengers between Vaughn, N. M, and each regular ticket, excess baggage
Roswell, N. M., connecting with tbe at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isa
land Railroads and the Atchison,
o trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
& Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given for excurLeaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar- Special
for
eight or more passengers.
sions,
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
ar- For further information, write the
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a.
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

J W.

STOCKARD.

MANAGER

TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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In
the Pasture
By Effie Stevens
ion, by Associated Literary Press.)
O; I could never bring myself to marry a coward.
I've made up my mind to
that, Jim- Father says you
are one, and the worst of
it is I I can't deny it."
There was a note of sor
rowful regret In Jessie Lelghton's
voice as she uttered this decision.
"I know I am a coward," Jim Barlow acknowledged
humbly, as he
sauntered along the country lane beside her. "I've been afraid of things
ever since I was frightened so in that
horrible railroad accident when I was
a little chap. Try as I may I can't
seem to help it."
"Aunt Martha says a man that's
half a man should be able to project
a woman from every danger," Jessie
continued, as if she had not heard
her companion. "And a coward never
could do that. Why, Jim, in battle
you'd run away the first minute you
sighted the enemy, before even a single gun was fired, you know you
would."
Jim Barlow's handsome, bronzed
lace flushed with anger.
hasn't ever
"Your Aunt Martha
needed any man to protect her," he
jerked out. "What does an old maid
know about what a man should or
And there
should not do, anyway?
ten't any war, nor likelihood of it,
that I know of, so I don't think you
need fret about whether I could face
the enemy or not."
"Now, don't get cross, Jim," Jessie
begged. "I didn't mean to be unkind.
I suppose you can't help not being
brave. But when a girl trusts her
whole future to a man's keeping she
wants him to be brave she wants to
be able to look up to him and respect
him."
"I'd make you a good husband, Jessie," Jim pleaded earnestly. "I'm not
a half bad fellow, and I've a fairly
I'm not afraid to
good education.
work, either; and to my thinking that
counts for more in these days than
(Copyright,

M tlfiinang cios?nrw3;
side.
"Oh, Jim, look!" she breathed.
The dim outline of a member of the
bovine family loomed up huge and
startling, in front of them.
"It's that dreadful animal of Henry
"Oh,
Potter's," Jessie shuddered.
what shall we do?"
Jim's face blanched beneath its tan.
A shudder of fear swept through
him. He cowered back a step or two.
Terror was on the point of overThen a thought
mastering him.
He rememflashed into his mind.
bered having seen a couple of men
at work In this very lot that afternoon.
Courage filled his heart.
Here was the very chance he had
longed for well, not exactly that,
but one that would answer as a makeshift, he reasoned to show Jessie
that he could be brave on occasion.
A
look of grim determination
settled upon hia face as he smothered
a slight feeling of shame for what he
was about to do.
Then he called out, "Run for the
fence, Jessie. I won't let him hurt
you."
"Oh, Jim, I can t go and leave you,
rranucaiiy

WAS

Disgusted at Frequent
movals of Family.

Re-

According to Jimmy Rellly, who Is
the editor of a moving van In New
York, he has a regular job with one
family. The woman of the house la
simply mad on the subject of moving.
She always shifts quarters four times
a year, while the man is mad at the
subject, and. If permitted, would stay
In the same place until he took root.
A third and Important member of
the family Is the parrot. "A fine
burrd," said Mr. Rilly. "An Intelligent burrd. Last spring I moved 'em
to Orange, and the burrd sits by me
on the driver's seat, peekln' troo the
bats of his cage, and now and then
makln' a witty remark to me. And
'
last fall I moved i in back to Long
Island and they tried Swampscott.
And all the way the burrd sits In his
cage by me side, n.akin' an intelligent
remark now and then, and cockln' his
eye at me . So last winter I moved
'em back into town, and I puts me
coat over the c?igo so the burrd
wouldn't get cold, and he sits by me
Jessie faltered.
side
troo the drive. And last week I
"Run," Jim commanded in a tone was called on to move 'em up into
Ynt oho m,ll nnt
in nVtov
countv.
She ran as she had never run be- - Westchester Baid Mr. Relay,
Well, sir,
with-!
over
hummocks
,
fore, stumbling
't-- hut
after ; got me
hard,r
aloud
eev,e
out heeding them, and sobbing
n ll,adedt,1 goes
like a child, from sheer excitement,
T.m tin
ntiffa
tha
B
,.ol I holm houn" aha' to the driver's ' seat.t And the parrot
thought. "And to think he, in spite looks at me pad and subdued, wid
of his fear, was ready to risk his life
never one of them funny cracks he
for me! Oh, how ashamed I am!"
used to make when he sees me, for
Jim did not move from the stand we
got to bo good friends. 'Hello,
he had taken before the huge,
Polly,' says I to him. 'Rellly,' says he,
figure, until Jessie had 'me good man where the hell are we
reached the fence in safety, and had
goln' now?'"
climbed over it.
t

j

gloom-shroude-

d

Then he did a curious thing'.
He deliberately turned his back
upon his adversary, which, by the
a
way, had apparently not moved
muscle since Jessie had first spied
it, and ran.
The great form still stood like a
graven Image where he had left it.
With a bound Jim vaulted lightly
over the fence.
"Oh, you are brave," Jessie sobbed,
clinging to him. I'll never forgive
myself for calling you a coward. You
were splendid. Oh, Jim, I take everything back everything. I do love
a feeling
Again Jim smothered
akin to shame, as he stooped and
kissed the sweet, tear-we- t
face, upraised to his.
On his way home, a little later Jim
stopped In at Farmer Gifford's.
"There's an animal in your south
pasture I'd like to buy," he said with
assumed carelessness.
"Why, there ain't any animal there
Potter's
except that cow
men put up there this afternoon,"
twelve-year-olWillie Gifford burst
out wonderingly.
"You shut up, bub," his father commanded sternly.
Then he gave Jim an understanding wink.
"Saw you and your girl going
through there awhile back," he remarked. "I guess nothing serious
would happen if the thing disappeared right now. Potter didn't even
ask leave for putting it there. Only
don't leave any kindlings
lying
around."
Just as the town clock struck
12 long drawn-ou- t
strokes a supremely happy man climbed the fence of
Farmer Glfford's south pasture, and
soon, by the light of a lantern, an
ax was singing to the tune of "All's
Fair in Love and War."
But the man would have been considerably surprised could he have
heard a blushing faced girl whispering to herself. In the seclusion of her

own room:
"Oh I hope Jim will never find
out that I saw Henry Potter's men
He
up.
putting that
would never forgive me for knowingly playing him such a trick. But
I couldn't help it. I had to have an
excuse for accepting him."
sign-boar- d

"Whatsoever Thy Hand Flndeth "
Don't object that your duties are so
insignificant; they are to be reckoned
of Infinite significance, and alone important to you. Were it but the more
perfect regulation of your apartments, the sorting away of your
clothes and trinkets, the arranging of
your papers "Whatsoever they hand
flndeth to do, do it with all thy
might, and all thy worth and consistency." Much more if your duties
are of eminently higher, wider scope;
if you have brothers, sisters, a father,
a mother, weigh earnestly what claim
does lie upon you, on behalf of each,
and consider it as the one thing needful to pay them more and more honestly and nobly what you owe.
Thomas Carlyle.

she besought him
I'd do as you want me to in a minute if I could. Perhaps some time
you'll do something that is really
" Here her voice
brave and then
faltered and died out.
Jim plunged forward in gloomy silence. He knew his own limitations
too well. Besides, her unfinished sentence showed him that her hope of
jbravery on his part was small.
The Amateur Plumber.
As Jessie quickened her steps to
"So far as I know, Twobble has abfceep pace with those of her silent
companion, she heartily wished that solutely no crotchets."
he had not permitted Jim to see her
"On the contrary, Twobble rides one
xiome.
She might have known what of the most expensive hobbies imagwould happen! This made the third inable." '
"You surprise me."
time Jim had proposed to her, and It
was very hard for her to keep on
"He has an idea that he can mend
a break in a water pipe."
refusing.
The two young people were so ah- rueu
vy
ineir own unhappy
Out of Their Elements.
thoughts that they failed to notice the
"What became of that great refast gathering clouds, which made it
much darker than the hour warrant- former, Mr. Stopper?"
"He got into politics and was
ed, until Jessie was brought to a sudden realization of her surroundings
Mr.
"And the eminent politician,
by a big drop of rain on her face.
"Oh, Jim, I do believe it's going Swopper?"
"He got into reform with the same
to rain," she cried, in dismay.
"That's so," said Jim, arousing him- result" .
self, and scanning the sky. "Looks
as if we might have quite a down
The Advantage.
pour."
He I see where the direct election
"Oh, what shall we do?"
gasped in Chicago cost three dollars a vote
Jessie.
"We are half a mile from $696,500
altogether."
She Now, that's where woman sufhome, around by the road, and there
a
isnt house near. My best hat will frage would come in. If the women
be spoiled.
were voting, they would have had a
"We'll have to run for It, I guess," bargain eleetion wfth votes cut down
to 2.39.
Jim declared.
"Couldn't we make a short cut
through Farmer Glfford's pasture?"
Not impressed.
Jessie suggested. "His creatures are
Uncle Tom (after meeting the girl)
all in the other pasture now, yon
So yours was a case of love at first
know."
sight, was it, Jack?
"The very thing," Jim agreed,
j
Jack Yes, uncle.
He let down the rickety bars, and
Uncle Tom Hm! It must have
the two started across the field.
When they reached the middle of been after dark when you were
the pasture Jessie came to a full
top., cltttchJsjr her coTRnan.iopis anil
--
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I, NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary of
the Territory o:' New Mexico, do hereby certify that there was filed for
record in this office at ten o'clock A.
M., on the Twenty-seconday of
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April, A. D., PU1; Articles of lncor-DREDG-- j
THE
SANTA
FE
of
potation
1NG COMPANY, Number G7C1, and al-- ; the stock of the said corporation.
10.
The number of directors may
so that I have compared the follow- be increased from time to time by
;
the
with
of
origin-the
same,
ing copy
to the numal thereof now on tile, and declare the directors in office up
of
five.
ber
it to be a correct transcript mere-fro11. The board of directors shall
and of the whole thereof.
the have the power to make preliminary
Given under my hand and
which shall remain in force
Great Seal of the Territory of New
adopted
Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the until superse'ded by
Capitol, on this 22nd day of April;" the stockholders in regular or special meeting.
a. I), mil.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have
NATHA JAFFA,
j(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico. hemin'o set. our hands this 21st day
INCORPORATION of April, 1911.
OF
ARTICLES
JAMES A. WOOD.
OF THE SANTA FE DREDGING 'Signed.)
J. H. VAUGHN.
COMPANY.
A. B. RENEHAN.
THESE
KNOW ALL MEN HY
PRESENTS, that we, the undersign- TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO )
)
ed, James A. Wood. J. H. Vaughn and
)
A. 15. Renehan, al! of the County of COUNTY OF SANTA FE
On this 21st day of April. 1911, beSanta Fe and of the Territory of
have united ourselves togeth- fore me ersomil!y apeared James
er for the purpose of forming a cor- A. Wood, J. ii. Vaughn and A. 1J.
poration under the- laws of the said Renehan to me we!! known to be the
Territory, and thereupon we declare same persons described in and who
executed the foregoing articles of inand certify:
corporation, and acknowledged to me
1. The name of the said corporation shall be The Santa Fe Dredging that they executed the same as their
free act. and deed.
Company.
iwiWiMlh l nave
l;s "ii-2. The location of its principal of-fice in this Territory shall be at l!runt0 set my hand and notarial
th da-- aud vilr
tnis certifi-iianrooms Nos. 11, V, and 10, Capital City
firiil
Coun-jca- t
written,
in
the
and
Building,
City
STELLA V. CANNY,
(Signed.)
ty of Santa F'e and Territory of New
Notary Public,
Mexico, but there may be and there
hereby is established a subordinate M' comm. expires April 19, VjVi.
office in the Keith & Perry Building,
in. Kansas City.
Missouri, with the ""ul,,0,-uVol. (J, Page
lOi, THE
to change the immediate loca-- Corright
He
Spoke Softly.
Why
SANTA
FE
DREDGING
of
tion
such
subordinate
from
office,
The late Justice Brewer was presidPANY, Filed in Office of Secretary
to time, and it may establish
ing, years ago, over a civil case in
ot
'w Mexico, April 22, I9ll: V)
which one of the important witnesses other subordinate offices from time
to time, and from place to place, as a. m.
was a horse doctor named Williams.
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
The doctor was a small man with a the directors may deem expedient,
weak little voice, and the counsel and at any of such subordinate of- Compared C. F. K. to M. H.
Certificate of Comparison.
on both sides, as well as the court fices the directors may hold their
I. NATHAN JAFFA, Secretary
of
and jury, had great difficulty in hear- meetings, and duplicates of the stock
and transfer hooks may be kept at the Territory of New Mexico, do hereing his testimony.
the coun- any such offices, outside of this Ter- - by certify that there was filed for
During
in this office at Ten o'clock a.
sel for the plaintiff became exasperitory, and in such case all transfers record
ated and began to prod and harry the made or reported to the officer or m., on the Twenty-seconof
day
little man.
Certificate
of
who keeps the stock and trans- April, A. D., I9ll;
agent
"Dr. WTllliams," he shouted, "If we fer books outside of this
Stockholders'
of THE
Territory
are ever going to get anywhere with shall be
immediately reported to the SANTA FE DREDGING COMPANY,
this case you must speak up so the officer who
keeps the stock and trans- Number 0702, and also, that I have
court will hear you. Speak up loud
fer books in this Territory, and the compared the following copy of the
and strong, sir!"
same, with the original thereof now
entries of transfer made thereon.
The small-sizeveterinary tried,
on file, and declare it to be a correct
for
cor3,
The
which
this
objects
but it was evidently no use. Whether
therefrom and of the whole
from embarrassment or Inability the poration is formed are the following: transcript
to engage in the purchase, lease, sale thereof.
sound would not come.
Given under my hand and the
" began the and operation of mines, mining lands
"Well, your honor
counsel
Judge and mining claims, and rights of every Great Seal of the Territory of New
indignantly, when
Brewer stopped him with a gesture. description, and real and personal Mexico, at the City of Santa Fe, the
Leaning over the bench he said in his property, goods, wares and merchan- Capitol, on this 22nd day of April,
dise in the Territory of New Mexico, A. D.. ,1911.
kindly tone:
"Mr. Attorney, you must be patient and in other states, territories and (Seal.)
NATHAN JAFFA,
with the doctor. He cannot help it. countries, including the sale and purSecretary of New Mexico.
Years spent in the sick room have ap- chase of mortgages, bonds, evidences
KNOW ALL MEN BY
THESE
parently made speaking low a sec- of indebtedness and liens of any and PRESENTS that we, the undersigned
ond nature with him."
every description; to mine gold, sil- incorporators of The Santa Fe Dredgver, and metal bearing ores and min- ing Company, certify and declare that
erals of whatsoever kind, by whatso- there shall be no stockholders' liabilThe Old Men's Complaint.
ever method its directors may select; ity on account of any stock issued by
There was no prodigal among the to
erect, construct, lay, maintain and the said corporation.
four Miller sons, now four rich old
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have
operate
tracks, tramways, railroads
In
men who have met
reunion at and
sidings, or any other means of hereunto set our hands this 21st day
Bridgeport, Conn. All of them prosof persons and properof April, 1911.
pered. And they are convinced that transportation
to and for the general (Signed.)
incidental
JAMES A. WOOD.
ty,
even
should
more
if
prosper
they
they
J. H. VAUGHN.
were to begin their climb all over purposes of the particular objects of
A .B. RENEHAN.
again in this present day and genera- the said corporation, connected with
tion. "If," says one of them, "we were cr Independent of railroad systems, TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO )
to start out today as we did, the four and to have, hold, maintain and operbrothers of us, with $700 apiece, the ate facilities for the carrying on of COUNTY OF SANTA FE
)
On this 21st day of April, 1911, bechances are that we would be worth such means of
to
transportation
in the same time considerably more erect, own, operate, buy, sell and deal fore me personally appeared
James
in reduction works, milling works, re- A. Wood, J. H. Vaughn and A. B. Renthan we are today."
Familiar spying!
Sentences well fineries and smelters; to buy, sell, ehan, to me well known to be the
worn ! For who has not noted how In and deal in ores, metals and mineral same persons described in and
who
the last few years the complaints products; to do a general or limited executed the foregoing
of the younger men have been mercantile business; to
acquire, hold, certificate, and acknowledged to me
drowned out by those of the old- buy, sell and deal in lands, real
that they executed the same as their
er ones. The young man comtenements, hereditaments and free act and. deed.
were
plained because the new times
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
appurtenances.
I have
not like the old, not so easy to get
4.
hereunto
set my hand and notarial
To
the
acquire
good will, rights
rich In. The old men complain beseal the day and year in this certificause the old times were not as good and property, to undertake the whole
as the new. They wish that they or any part of the assets and liabili- cate written.
STELLA V. CA.,'NY,
might begin at the point where they ties of any person, firm or corpora- (Signed.)
Notary Public.
were compelled to leave off. And they tion, heretofore engaged in mining
so or any other business hereinbefore (Notarial Seal.)
have repeated their convictions
often and so earnestly that the young mentioned or referred to, and to pay My comm. expires April 19, 1913.
man is almost afraid to dwell upon for the same in cash, stocks, or
his own sad prospect, if Indeed he has bonds .of this corporation or other- Endorsed: No. C7C2, Cor. Rec'd Vol.
G, Page 104, Certificate
not begun to doubt whether it Is so wise; to take out patents relating to
of Stockholders'
sad after all.
of THE SANmining, whether machines, devices,
TA FE DREDGING COMPANY,
processes or otherwise, acquire those
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
taken out by others, acquire or grant
Raising Tomatoes.
licenses in respect to said patents,
Mexico, April 22, 1911; 10 a. m.
Somewhere in the great metropoli- and to
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
under such patents or
tan wilderness a South Yonkers man licenses, operate
transfer the same or do Compared C. F. K. to M. H.
found his bride.
Although she had whatever else with
them may
be
never tilled a garden nor planted a deemed
to draw, make, acFoley Kidney Pills contain in conadvisable;
to
decided
a
few
raise
seed, yet they
in their small patch. cept, endorse, discount, execute and centrated form ingredients of estabvegetables
issue promissory notes, bills of ex- lished therapeutic value for the relief
George spaded and raked the earth
cure of all kidney and bladder
and Mary did the placing of the seed change, warrants, bonds, evidences of mi
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are anindebtedness, negotiable and
that is, some of it.
instruments; to borrow and tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re"George," said she about 10 days
fuse sulotltute. Fot sale by all
later, "what do you suppose is the raise money within the limits prematter with those, tomatoes?
They scribed by the laws of Nesv Mexico, druggists
by the issue of bonds,
debenture
haven't sprouted yet."
NOTICE.
"Perhaps, dearie," he replied, "the stock, or in such other manner as
ground is too cold; it needs sun- may be deemed advisable, and author- To all whom it may concern:
Please take notice that the underized by the
or by resolution
shine."
reason. I of the directors; to engage in any one signed has been appointed adminis"O, I hope that is the
feared they hadn't come up because I or more of any or all the kinds ot tratrix of the estate of Morton C.
business, transactions, and operations Miller, deceased, and that all persons
forgot to open the cans."
herein mentioned as from time to having claims against said estate are
time shall appear advisable.
requested to present them in the form
Poor Old Married ManI
5. The amount of the total auth-ize- and manner required by statute and
(sweetly) John, the
Mrtr. Stubb
capital stock of the said corpor within the time prescribed by law,
fall is approaching. I'd like to have ation shall be one million shares
and all persons knowing themselves
of to
hat.
be indebted to said estate will
$10 for a new fall
the
of
value
one
par
dollar
per
share,
Mr. Stubb What? Ten dollars and the amount
make settlement with the unplease
of
the
stock
capital
these hard times? Why don't you with which it will commence
dersigned.
business
take your last year's hat to pieces shall be
NELLIE BLANCHARD MILLER,
$2,000.00.
and make it over? Women these
Administratrix.
6. The names and
ad
too
postofflce
extravagant.
days are altogether
April 6th, 1911.
dresses
of
the
and
hef
make
to
hats
incorporators
the
Mother Eve used
number of shares subscribed for by
out of leaves.
NOTICE.
are
each
the following:
Mrs. Stubbs (loftily) That may
To all whom It may concern:
inName.
O.
I
Address
but
don't
p.
Snbn'tlnn
Stubb,
John
te,
may
Please take notice that the' under
tend to make mine out of leavings. James A. Wood Golden, N. M. 1800 signed have been
appointed adminis
J. H. Vaughn
Santa Fe, N. M. 100 tratrix and
administrator, respectiveA. B. Renehan
m inn
Santa V
Unsatisfactory.
ly of the estate of Charles W. Dud
7, The name of the agent
The milk of human kindness
in row,
deceased, and- that all persons
Isn't good enough, 'twould seem.
of
the
charge
uffice
of
principal
he having claims against said estate are
To lots of people In this world.
said
in
this Territory, requested to present them In the form
Who insist on having cream.
corporatiuon,
and upon whom process in
suits and manner required by statute and
against the corporation
be within the time
may
Not HI Fault
prescribed by law.
.served, is A. B. Renehan.
and all persons knowing themselves
Bible
the
obey
Injunction
"Do you
8. The period limited for the dur to
be indebted to said estate will
to love your neighbor?"
ation of the said company is
fifty please make settlement with the unT tried to, but she won't let me."
years.
dersigned.
9. The directors who are to act as
JOSEPHINE W. DUDROW,
Scale.
Financial
a
such
On
for the firrt three months after
Administratrix.
note?
Does he play by
Nlckei?
the filing of the certificate of incorGEORGE M. KINSELL,
Bocker Yes; he bought bis piano poration shall be those named herein
Administrator.
on the installment plant Judge.
as incorporators and subscribers to
April 3d, 1911.

,'
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"Please don't take it so hard, Jim,"

Becomes

'

sign-boar-

mere physical bravery. I own one of
the best farms around here, and I
have something in the bank besides.
I can give you as comfortable a home
as a girl could wish. I hate to see
you go on drudging at school teaching, year after year, when I know
you detest It. If you didn't care for
me, it would be bad enough, but I
could bear it like a man, and not say
a word more. It's the knowledge that
It's only my cowardice that's keeping us apart that nearly drives me
crazy. If I could only do something
to prove to you that I could be brave
that I could protect you from every
danger but I can't, I can't. "
Jim's tones had become tragic, and
his face showed the anguish he felt,
though Jessie could not see that In
the fast gathering darkness.'
His words smote her heart, however, and the tears filled her blue
eyes.

MUqH p0R pQLLY

Intelligent Parrot at Last

you."

"Now, Don't Get Cross, Jim."

jqq
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hi t'ne District Court in and fur
County of Santa Fe,
.
Territory ot New
of the Sail! a Fe Water
l.inht Company, a corporation. 'or
i
of certain lands
the

FOR RENT

b ing and being In the county of, unfurnished.
Santa Fe. Territory of Nt :v Mexico.
Petitioner.

No

vs.

0772.

FOR SALE

i

furnished or

House
D. L.

goods and

Houfcehoid

furnUhings at 201 ) z Ca'isteo street.
Ramon Trujilio and David Rodriguez,, Call
at. any time.
it:d the unknown claimants ot the;
in the;
lauds and premises
FOR UKNT S room, brick modern
complaint. Deicndants.
house, large yard, fine location,
Thin is to notity the unknown
Agua Fria St. .f. W. Dudrow.
claim:.
d

tils of the lands and premises

difcribrii below that a suit has been; WANTED A middle
;jged lOtti til
filed in tile district court of 'be conn-- ;
to cook oti Ranch and take . .,,re
y oi Saitla Fe, by the above named
onarge o! iKtchen and Dining "join.
petit .oner against said defendants for1 States 'A.ig.-wanted.
the condemnation of a tract of land
described, as follows:
A ertain tract of land beginning at
ii point on the ras' side of the Pecos
road, from which the eastern corner!
of the land belonging to iironson
M.
West,
Cutting bear.-- south CI
j!'
o.s feet, dis.tanc,. and also from1
which the flag pole of the Capitol
bears North :il ",' West; thence:
I
North M ' ft' East
feet; thence!
North Sl 41P East. i:t;. I f
thence
MS' East, 2H.0 feet; tin nee- North;
02' East. 205.1 feet; thence North;
::ti' East, 574.0 feet; I hence North;
0' East, l7o.l feet; thence North;
10', 27."i. 8 feet; thence North si;
M).5 feet; thence North M
East
East. 0t;."..7 feet; thence North
23' East, 105.0 feet to tile West
line of the right of way of the Talaya
Hill reservoir and from said point ten
feet south ami returning a distance of
ten feet south from the line described
above to the Pecos road, antl from
thence ten feet to the point of beginning.
Said condemnation
being for the
purpose of acquiring right of way for!
a pipe line desired by the plaintiff
for conducting water for the use, of
he inhabitants of the city of Santa
Fe living adjacent, to the said pipe!
line, and all parties claiming interest
in said lands are hereby notified that
the petition filed on the 21st day of
April, Rill, for said purpose will be
presented to the Honorable John R.
McFie, Judge of the District Court,
in and for the County of Santa Fe, on
the 19th day of May, 1911, at his
chambers in the city of Santa Fe, at
10 a. m., and an order for the appoint-ment of commissioners
for the appraisal of said lands obtained at said
date, at which time and place the
unknown claimants of said lands mny
appear in opposition of said petition
and the appointment of said commissioners.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the
sea! of said court, at. Santa Fe, this
20th day of April, 1911.
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
Clerk of the First District.
(Seal)
Hanna & Wilson, Attorneys for Petitioners, office and postofflce address,
Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
t

TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
Cleaned,

Phone 2.:i.

;

FRATERNAL

A

Lodge
& A. M.

Regular communication first Monday
of each mon'h at
Masonic - Hail at

CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.

Master

Santa Fe Chapter No.
R. A. M.
Regular
convocation
second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
1,

Santa Fe Cotnmacdery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

j

p. m.

CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

1

Santa Ke Lodge
Perfection No. 1,

of

nth

Ancient and Acdegree.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are

cor-dial- ly

invited to attend.

S. SPITZ,

3J

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.

SAFE MEDICINE FOR CH.'LCREN.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is n safe and effective medicine for
children as it does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound is in a yel
low package. Sold by all druggi..

B.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds

its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited and

.

BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexl
can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N. J.
Mex.

2

MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

7.30.
H. II. DORMAN,

j

Butchers' Bon'i,

SOCIETIES

D. SENA,

welcome.
A. J. FISCHER.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

'set

M:
Sheriffs'
Report ot 1Jcenses,
sh
New Mexio. Court Reports,
vol
Nob. 1 and 2
aer, J6.B0
ume; 3 to 12 inclusive, $3.30 each;
Mcne"" DigeBt of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, C60. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License. 50 i." Book,
-

2

Independent Order ot Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
in Book, $3.00. first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
each. Postagi ers are always welcome.

$3.00.

General License, 50
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70
EDWARD C. BURKE,
25c each.
President
Notification oi Change in Assjss-sien- t
by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75. C. J. NETS,
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
Secretary.
100 In Book. 75c
F. W. FARMER
County Superintendent's Warrant
50 In Book, 35t.
Homestead No.
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 In Book, 25c.
2879.
8
Poll Books for City Election,
Brotherhood
of
pages, 50c.
American Yeomen
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
Meets
Second
full sheev.
and Fourth ThursDesert Land Entry, Declaration of
days,
Delgado's
full sheet
Applicant,
Hall. H. Foreman,
Deposition of Witness.
C. G. Richie,
Cor.
sheet
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Final Proof.
sheet
Farmer.
Contest Notice.
sheet
aueet.
ft
Yearly Proof,
The New Mexican Prlnttng comAffidavit to be filed before contest, pany has
prepared civil and criminal
sheet
dockets especially for the use of JusAffidavit of Contest Against N on-- tices of the peace. They are especialResident Entryman,
sheet ly ruled, with printed headings, in
Notice of Intention to make final either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durSeeqs l
"W3. isnonippv
sheet.
proof,
ably bound, with leather back and
320 Homestead
covers ttnd canvas Bides, hall full
Entry,
index In front and the fees of justice!
sheet.
J
ot the peace and constables printed
sheet
Relinquishment,
In full on the first page. The pages
sheet
Township Plats,
Inches. These books are
are 10
Township Plats, full sheet
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Commitment
sheet
separate of 32 pages each, or with
Pjli Books for Town Election,
both civil and criminal bound In one
pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School D1 book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c, criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
30c and 40c.
$2.7f
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 50 In Civil or. Criminal
Combined Civil and CritricrJ .. 4.00
Book, 25c,
For 45 cent3 additional for a single
Attachment Affidavit,
sbnet
docket, or 55 cents additional for .a
Attachment Bond.
sheet
docket, they will be sent
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, combination
mail or prepaid express. Cash la
by
sheet
full must accompany
order. State
sheet
Execution,
plainly whether English or Spanish
Summons,
printed heading is wanted.
j

2

1--2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

sheet-Certifica-

4

Shep

ot Brand, 4 sheet
Contract. 2 sheet
of the Peace Blanks.
1--

Medicine NOT A NARCOTIC.
Appeal Bond. 2 sheet.
Mrs. F. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says:
sheet
Criminal.
Appeal Bond,
"Our little boy contracted a sever j
Stock Blanks.
bronchial trouble and as the doctor'
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven- medicine did not cure him, I gave him
dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound In
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet
which I have great faith. It cured
Bill of Sale, In Books of 25 Blanks, the cough as well as the choking and
(Oo per hook.
gagging spells, and he got well in a
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing short time. Foley's Honey and Tar
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Compound has many times saved us
BUI of Sale Range Delivery,
14 m'.tch trouble and we are never withsheet
out it In the house." Sold by all
1
B1U of Sale.
sheet
druggists.
e

1--

2

1--

A

Reliable
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.

M.

THURSDAY,

teritorial land department consult the held at the Palace hotel tonight for(
Moulton-EspSee adver- tho benefit of the Plaza
Company.
Fund
tisement.
and the city of Santa Fe cordially inMeets May 10 The meeting of the vites everyone to attend. The dance
congregation of the First Presbyterian begins at 9 p m.
church to elect two directors which
Bazaar Next Week There will be aj
was to have been held last night was bazaar next week at the
Library hall!
ID.
e

Andrews "Cash" no.

no- - 4

INDR

TOPICS

:n'vx

4

GROCERY and BAKERY

j
j

Fresh Vegetables
of all kinds,

CITY

N

j

Santa Fe, N. M.. April 27.
The weather for New Mexico
postponed until May
is generally cloudy with show- - N
Shoe Talk A shoe must fit hi order
ers tonight or Friday. Cooler N
to be worth any price.
The
"Big
Friday and in northwest por- Store" of N. Salmon, sees to it that
tion tonight.
N
shoes fit and their advertisement in
today's New Mexican is worth eonsid-- ,
;

Watch our Windows, at GOKI5ELS. eration.
It's good.. See it tonight at the
The Outlaw and the Child, a great
"At the White man's Door."
Eil;s.
H
See
western drama.
at the Elks,
It's a Vitagraph.
Want to Sell or Buy Property?
Chinese Social The missionary
See Hie Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
of the M. E. church will give a
it.
about
Insurance
Company
jam!
social at the church Friday evenin
of
advertisement today.
Change
'
April 2.S. Admission free. Charges
Another Rexall Saturday Special
for refreshments, Ari gallery
and
ilexall Violet Talcum I'owder, 20 cents
other attractions.
a full sized can on
Saturday only.
Train From South Late Santa Fe
Fischer Drug Co.
'Train No. 10 from the south and west
Before you go to the dance tonight on
the Santa Fe, was two hours
get a bunch of roses or carnations. late (his afternoon.
No.
Train
:!,
i'Hse ladies appreciate them.
Red, from the east arrived more
an
than
pink or white roses, $2.Wl a doze.i. hour ahead of time.
Carnatioin, 75 cents a dozen. Call up
Rexall Violet Talcum Powder, the
Phone Iilack 12. The Clarendon Gar-- '
ladies' favorite, at 20 cents a can on
den.
'Saturday only, at Fiseh'T Drug ComVegetables Must Be Fresh If they pany..
are not. they lack flavor ami whole-- .
St. Michael's to Play at Albuquersomcness. Andrews, the Cash grocer, que, St. Michael's Baseball team will
in his advertisement today emphasizes
play a doubleheader at Albuquerque
that fact.
ou Saturday. It will meet, the team
A PERFECT skin food for
of the University of New Mexico and
f lie team
kles, Sallowness, and sagging
of the Albuquerque
Indian
cles. Address P. O. Box Y2.
sc hool.
Land Office Practice If you have
Dance Tonight All good citizens
business before the land office or the are reminded that a dunce will' be
I

e are

headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.

'

j

OLR

Ever thing

first

Phone No. 4.

BAKERY

class

6

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of bread

for

F. Andrews

25

cents

j

Phone No.4.

i!

The Giving of Gifts

ill

iit

ii'
A

t

HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVER-SALLOBSERVED
EACH YEAR
Y

ma
::

w

PARTICULARLY

SUITED

FOR

and set with

etc.

it

S.

j

OCCASION

it

::

Crosses-Oo- liI

and

turquoisefor chains, broochs,

A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

j

w

THE

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree
Silver-Pl- ain

)!

VOIR

BEST

IN JABOT

I

liiil

PINS.

FRIENDS

SPITZ,

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

i)!

t)!

Backache

Pa-vin-

v3r

i

our Koo
liould be the Best

which will be given for the benefit of;

the Guadalupe church fund. The la-- !
dies of the church have been working
for quite a while and intend to make
the bazaar a success.
Contest for European Trip In the!
contest for a trip to Europe of th?;

r

j

AW
hi

Is only one of
many symptoms which some women endure through weakness or displacement of the
womanly
organs. Mrs. Lizzie W hite of Memphis, Tenn., wrote
Dr. R. V. Pierce, as follows :

"At time. I was hardly able to
believe I had

be on my feet.
every pain and ache a woman
could have. Had a very bad case. Internal
organs were very much diseased and my back
was very weak. I suffered a'
great deal with
nervous headaches, in fact. I suffered
all over.
This was my condition when I wrote to you for
advice. After taking your 'Favorite Prescription for about three months can say that my
health was never better."
1

Rocky Mountain News of Denver, Miss'
Amelia McFie of Santa Fe has 77.837 votes; Miss Lotta M. Steele of;
Raton, 77.798 votes', and Miss Flossie
Sanford of Madrid, 43,032 votes.
a uu!iiive cure lor weakness ana u:sease ot the feminine
See the Art Gallerv flnn't
tn
organism It allays
inflammation, heals ulceration and soothes pain. Tones and builds up the nerves
visit the Art Gallery at the M. E.
Do not permit a dishonest dealer to substitute for this medicine
which has a
church tomorrow night. An elegant
record of 40 years of cures. " No, thank you, I wajit what I ask for."
line of imported Chinese drawn work j
Dr. Pierr s Pleasant Pellets Induce mild natural bowel movement
once a day.
will be for sale. Chinese girls will
serve various kinds of refreshments,
Home-madcandy for sale.
May, it is said.
Father's Birthday Present, ..and; questions about aerial life.
Santa Fe's Beautiful Residence DisOff for Taos Court District Clerk
Woman's
Curiosity are both comic,
trict Many are the beautiful
resi- Edward L.
Safford
and Attorney
and at the Elks tonight. See them.
Miss Baca Still Leads The dia- dences which are being built on Capi- Charles C. Catron will leave tomortol
Hill
at
present and, it is said, row for Taos to attend the May term
mond rinsr contest waceif muter the
o: co"rt Uwre to be conducted
s
auspices of the First Regiment band
by
'"' l" ".' n
is as exciting as ever. Miss Lena Baca.
Juage ira a. Abbott. Mr. Safford and
. ' ,
nun
uuuer
are
consrrucnon
wr
ir.
...i
k,
..in
leads with 2,187 votes; Miss Eloisa!
overland
on
v. N. l ownsend. horses
i.. is. v icKKoy,
Court opens Monday.
Delgado is second with 1,!l."0 votas.j rop,
Wife Held for Poisoning Husband
and Miss Lucy Napeoleon is Ihird with Frank Andrews, Nathan Salmon, M.
T. Dunlavy, Charles Clossou,
Peter At the completion of the
1.2.18.
The contest closes at 9:30 p.j
preliminary
,'. Britton, Americo Digneo, T. A. Hay- - hearing of Mrs. Sarah Talley,
m. Saturday.
Dayton
i den, Louis ; Napoleon,
E.
J
Ladies should try a can of Rexall
Talley and Mrs. Bernice Wells, wife,
M
Palm
E.
R.
Vr.
er,
Paul and H. A. son and daughter of the lata
i
,
,.-.,,- ,
I'inw Tnifn-Benjamin Talley of Chamberino, Dona Ana
we make a special price of 2n cents Coomer,
Rexall
On
Satur-i
Special
Saturday
a can.
county, the latter two were released
Fischer Drug Co.
day we sell Rexall Violet Talcum and i.Mrs. Talley held to the
Up to 65 Degrees
That was the
the
best
Talcum
in town, at jury under $3,000 bond on the grand
maximum yesterday and the lowest Powder,
charge
a
can
ana a tree of having administered
iu
cents
sized
inn
temperature was 33 degrees. The av
strychnine to
Fisch-- i her husband with
of
Rexall
other
sample
goods.
deadly intent. The
erage relative humidity for the day er
Drug Co.
was CS per cent and the temperature
grand jury will rake up the case the
Two More Days of Grace This is October term. Bond has not been
at 0 a. m. today was 42 degrees. Yes-- !
terday was a partly cloudy day with' tne !ast wek that assessment re- given as yet.
sprinkles of rain over the citv and tlinis can ue mfde by the tax payers! Big Business Block for Duke City
of Santa Fe county and all those who The contract for the erection of the
showers in the vicinity.
new Charles Tlfeld building to be
Planted Five Hundred Trees City own Property here must return an
erected at Albuquerque on the corner
Miller stated this morning sessment to1' the same to County
there have been planted 500 sessor Trinidad Alarid. who, under of First and Copper, was let yesterof 'n-trees for the city and there are yet!tne law- will at'ter (he
day to J. A. Harlan, a well known conbetween 73 or 100 more to be distrib-- ! montn make 'an assessment of all tractor who came to Albuquerque reuted to residents of Santa Fe. This,' 'rl)ert-- which has not been assessed cently from Fort Bayard. It is underin the future, will add much to the ,,v its owners and will add thereto a stood the cost of the structure is to
be in the neighborhood of $100,000.
city's beauty and will always be ap- penalty of 23 per cent.
Seekina Bia Land Tract I!. Rrnwn.l
preciated by the coming generation.
Injunctions Against Fencing Land
Work on Meloche Dam
W. M. president, and J. Herbst, C. E., sec Permanent injunctions against fencO'Shaughncssy,
consulting
engineer retary of the Jewish Agricultural and ing government land were ordered at
for the Thompson and Meloche Uanr Colonial Association, with headquar-project- , Roswell in thecases of Ben Hall,
returned today from a brief ters in Philadelphia, are in the city Frank P. Sanders, V. M. Zumwalt and
visit to the dam. The cement core! and were callers on Territorial
Richard C. Graves. In the case of
on the big 1,100 foot dam is pro-- ! retary Jaffa and other officials at the the Black River Land & Cattle Co.,
gressing rapidly with the assistance) capital today. Mr. Brown said that for illegal fencing, the case was disof two large concrete mixers in the: they are seeking a tract of 10,000 missed on plaintiff's motion at dehands of a large corps of workmen.
acres or more for a colony of 200
fendant's cost.
ish families from the City of Brother-FifteeRange.
Want $3p,000 for Hand The civil
Ciub The Fifteen Club will ly Lttoe. The congested centers of case of S. D. Jones
against the EI
meet tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. the large eastern cities have proved Paso & Southwestern
railroad
for
V.
the need or colonization in less dense-Grea- t $30,000 damages for the loss of plainalter, 405 East Palace avenue.
In connection tiff's hand, which is alleged to have
populated sections.
Aviator Here King Howell!
whose kingdom was in the air until! with the colony an agricultural exper-h- e been so injured while he was workinjured his health by a fall, is in iment station may be run by the
ing for the railroad company that it
had to be amputated, was taken up
city. Mr. How 11 is the one man sociation.
in the world able to do the "six para-- j
Last Killing Frost The latest date in the federal court at El Paso. The
chute drops" as it. is called, and he! for killing frost at Santa Fe in the case went to the jury Wednesday afthas patented a device for opening history of the local weather bureau ernoon'.
parachutes by pressing an electric was May 18, 1878. As a rule
FOR SALE High Grade . piano
button. Mr. How-el- l
frost
spends a good however, there is no killing
Indeal of his time on the carnival' in this region after April 15, hut
cheap; easy payments on part.
and is the target for many chardists can not feel secure until quire at The Capital Pharmacy.
-'

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
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Weather Proof
Roofing- is

31
51

lit

it

"Lion Special" Hats!

MADE Or
wishes!

Challenge them all for style

t

&

materials

quality at

$.00

;H Hoofing

Mfg- -

?!
i)!
'!!

For Sale by

Q E RDES

The Hatter

r

We Guarantee It.

i
it
it

Compo-Rubbe-

the Best Made.

-

I

At small cost you can cover your
roof with WATERPROOF and have an
absolutely tight roof, , that will not
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
about half as much as shingles and is
better. It is a
of heat
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mechanic required. Comes put up in roll
with nails and cement inside of the
package. It will last from 15 to 20
years. Come in and let us show you.

The Santa Fe Hardware

Urn

&

Hj

A Name

Supply

Co.
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Can't Make

Don't Pay For a Name

Woman's Shoe Fit

A Shoe with

a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fit any more
feet than if it were only known by the

good old English word of "Shoe."
Many women buy Shoes that don'tfit
for the sake of wearing a Shoe with a
fancy name.

There's Nothing In It
-

APRIL 27, 1911.

OUR SHOES at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 or
$4.00 possess all the beauty, grace,

elegance, and style a woman can get
in a Shoe.
We've a size, , width and shape for
every woman's foot, and we say: Bring
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
in any way.
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NATHAN SALMON.:

